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PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF A MULTI-STA.GE 
LOADING MODEL USING THE DECOMPOSITION .PI{!NCI:PLE 
by 
R,. Q. Langmacher 
ABSTRACT 
A multiproduct, multiperiod loading model with c'l.ete:tmi:ni.Stic 
demands is developed and solved. The method used f'Or so1Viµg. the 
model is the Decomposition Principle f'or Linear Progra,nu:ni:ng developed 
by Dantzig and Wolfe. In addition, a )?:toeedure suggested by 
Samuel Eilon for considering set-up times varying with the product 
mix, is modified and incorporated i:nto the solutio11 JJ:tocedure, 
The Decomposition Principle proved tobe an adequate tool. i:n 
decomposing the model into r:1.anageable modules, 'However, Eilon's , 
procedure involved an excessive amount of sol11tion time, when genera.., 
tint; a feasible solution. Finally, the :m:OdifieatiQn. to his j;>rocedure 
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A multiproduct, multiperiod loading mo.del with determini.stic 
demands is developed and solved. The method used fo:r solving t_he 
model is the Decomposition Principle for· Linear Progranrmi::ng _d.evelo:pe-ci~ 
by Dant zig and Wolfe. In addition, a pro·:cedure suggeste .. cl ·py 
Samuel Eilon for considering set-up times: varyi.p:g with th~ prodtxct 
mix, is modified and incorporated into the solution procedwe. 
The Decomposition Principle proved to be an adeq_uate t·ool :i:ri 
decomposing the model into manageable modules. However, Eilon ':s 
procedure involved an excessive amount of soluti:on time when genera-
ting a feasible solution. Finally, the modificat·:i.on to his procedure 
succeeded in significantly reducing the t.otal ·st:!y-up time. 







































































This thesis develops and applies a non-int.e·g:e,r li:n~ar _p:r-o:gr_arn:mi.Ilg. 
loading model. The model considers the loading of'· _pr.-o.-ciu.cts :re·quir··in.g· 
multiple operations on several machines over more than .one· l:oad.ing 
period where the due dates are already est··abli.sh.ed.. :The object~ve ·~ts 
to define a feasible load minimizing inventory qua.nt:i'ties an<l r.n.achine 
setuu times . .... 
Since the formulation o:f the proposed model :g_.~nerates: & linear-
progra.nuning nroblem of considerable size, the Decon1posit.:ton P·rinc:i:ple 
of Li!1ea1 .. Program.ming is used as the solution t.eohn.i-<itte 7 . :1Jnri·s 
approacr! is not unique, in fact, Elmaghraby used decq:¢pos:i tion: to 
sol,re his loadi11g model 1 2 . However, his model was designed to :.be 
solved by an integer programming technique and the decomposi tio_n 
principle applies only to infinitely divisible activities. This 
problem is avoided by the model designed in thi.s thesis • 
Before there can be any meaningful discussion o·f a loacii:n·g 
model designed for a specific application, it is ne·cressary t·o cief'.i-ne 
the term "loading". The definition to be discus:sed here is orte that. 
B +'+" S d h h 
. 1 d. t h d 1 · . 
U.::..:. a use w en e was comparing oa 1ng o sc e u ing .. His .. -dis-
cuss 1 on centered around information systems and he def:L.ned two· 
types "(a) a loading system where sequencing rules are used as a, 
mechanism to maximize the flow of orders and minimize o·rde:r t·ard·±ness · 
but where no detailed scheduling of processing is generated, ·:and (b) 
a system which computes an operational schedule which prescribes 











taking account of the availability of equipment :and of. the wor]{, t·o be 
done." This second definition applies to scheduling·. 
These two definitions represent the two extremes and .a;re re$J>~c~ 
ti vel~r loading and scheduling in their pure fo:rifil>. It fol.lows, then,, 
that any system that incorporates some non-deta.:t'.led me:ijp.oci of' sohedul~ 
ing jobs while considering the availability of res.ourt~es do:es· :not· 
exclusively fit either definition. 
Therefore, for the purposes of this papEfrj an operat:ion is 
ca11ed scl1eduling when jobs are identified =individµally and a. job 
is scheduled through the shop with specific starting and finishing· 
times at each operation. The term loading is: '0.s.ed when jobs ar·e 
not scheduled by individual job identificat·ion,. "but 1·os~ their 
identity by joining groups of jobs requiring simila.:r work at each 
operation. Loading of a job, then, entailf3 the c.on,$ideration of 
final due dates and the gross-scheduling o-f blocks o.f- res:o:µrce:s f"br· 
each similar group of jobs during one loading perio·d. Th;i.·s allows the_ 
manageme11t of an operation to produce his own seque:ttc.i.ng: sch.e.dule with·irt 
a loading period. 
Using these definitions instead of Buffa's,: the model .ciev~,lope..ct 
and analyzed in this paper is a loading model. 
Consideration of Setup Times 
To a,,oi d the conflict of using integer progra.mrni ng a.n.d the de-
compos i. t -ion principle, the loading model must use some non-inte·g,e:r 
met11od of considering the different machine setup times for· a5.ffer:erit 
product mixes. A search of the literature yielded little help in 
resolving this problem. However, Eilonll encountered the same 
~7 
- .. -.....I 
4 
problem in his design of a multi-product sc-h~duli:µg :model ar1_d 
suggested a solution. 
He suggested that the L. P. problem should fir-st be S.OlVed 
ignorin.g the setup times. Next, observing the :product mix .of the 
solt1tior1, the amount of setup time should be de·duc.ted from. t.he 
total capacity and the problem resolved. He stat··es ·that in g~er1e:ral 
two iterations \.1ere sufficient to find the :s:olution f.or h·is p:roblem. 
Application of this technique to the mod.el proposed in this p_a.per 
immediately 1·aises two questions. Does the procedur·e le.ad- to an 
optimal solution as well as a feasible one, and what effect do 
the iterations adjusting capacity have on the de-c.omposition. 
iterations? Resolution of these two questions is one of the 
objectives of this thesis. 
Even after these problems are so·lved a thi°J:,a po:ssib:le: ·probl¢m 
appears. Eilon 's procedure could be used at each .stage of the de:-
composi tion solution procedure or after the final solut.ion is. 
found. The question involved here then ·f.s what sholl:1ci the qapacity 
be for evaluation of the first and succ.essive pro-pos_als :rr·om t.h:e 
sub-problems. Resolution of' this que:stiori i:s ob·ject.ive: th:r.ee .of 
this paper. 
Solving objectives one, two and three would allow the operation 
of the model with real or simulated data and the exploring of· ·several 
• interesting factors. One of the :factors might be the effect o<f chang-
ing the coefficients of the objective equation. Another could be 
the effect on the current load by extending the number of future 







:.'.5  . . 
Objectives 
Reiterating, then, the basic objectiv~.s a.r:e::: 
1. Exploring Eilon 's procedure f"or ·o_pti:maJ.it-y,_ 
• : ' j. 
2. Determining the compatibil=t ty. of 9:e·compositt·oti. a.rid 
Eilon's procedure, 
3. Solving the question of" capacity choi,c~s· ·o·f th~ 
proposed loading model, 
4. Determining the ef'f'ect of C>bJective E!'qUation coeff:icient 
changes, 
5. Determining the eff·ect_ ·of e.xt·,endin.g·· :the ::r:1-1m1be:r :o:r 
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FORMULATION OF THE LOADING MODEL 
Multi-neriod Gross Sc~eduling 
Since the concept of gross-scheduling block_$· of ·a .r.es·our-·c.-~· :i,s-
pertinent to the loading definition mentioned in Chapt~r ·r-,. a. 
clarification of its interpretation is nec.ess~ry.. This. resource. 
blocking can be alluded to the use of available spac·e in a ware.-. 
house. If different i terns require similar storage faci,lit.ie:s, th·ey 
are assigned individual blocks of space. Similarly,: s.ever·al. jobs 
requiring a like service on a machine are assi .. gri-ed. q, block of t·ime. 
Of course, this method of loading jobs on a machine necessarj_ly 
reauires that there be a great many similar jobs ·continuously 
passing through the shop. 
One advantage of this gross-sche.duling is tllat most .o.f tlie· 
time there are enough i terns of one type to support an argtun.eti..t for 
rounding the L. P. solution quantities19 . Of course, t·his :r611I1clir:tg 
of non-integer answers is the technique us.e,<l :i:n th:is pap.er. 
Construction OT the Model 
Building on the idea of treating production .lQa.ding_ .as. i-nventq:ry 
mainte11ance, the loading of a product over several perio·ds can be 
desc:ribe,i .as a mulitstage linear progra.urrning problem described by C 
l) Dantzig's seasonal product warehouse model. He defined 
S. - amount of stock a:fter purchase of new stock 
-l. 
X. amount sold, --l. 
T. amount . stock after sale of o·ld stock., 
- in -1 







for periods i, i = O, 1, 2, 
• • • • 
Using these variables he defined a multistage war.ehO'L1,~ing acti:vity as 





l - :X- - T. · ·2 :2 




T2 + Y2 - y2 "'" 8 2. =.Q 
.e:t··c- • 
Nov to use the same method to describe a loadi.:i;ig activity, the \variables 
should be redefined 
I. = amount in stock at end of. loading period i (;Peginrrlng of l. 
period i + 1), 
L. = amou11t loaded during period i, l. 
S. - amount shipped from operation. at end .Qf Pe:r:-iod i; 1 
and the activity becomes 













These series of equations, then, can be used to describe the I!lovement;. 
of several blocks of jobs through an operation-. Al:s o· ,: the 111a.nip11J ·at:ion 
. . 
of the three variables provides for the feasible representatio.n of a 
block requiring more than one operation. For example, a two ... op.eration 
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Ll - Sl - Il 
l 1 1 























where the super-scripts are the operation numbers .. l 2 
.The: r · . ·.an.··· .  · :a. · r .. 0.·.· ... . .. · .. -0 
are known quantities since they are the invent.q:i;•ies f'rom the last 
load period, and the sf and s; are the quantities reg_uireci at the 
end of' the respective load periods. Of course, these Constrai.nts 
do not yet describe the feeding of items from one operation to the 
other. This inter-operational movement must be considered in two 
cases. 
The first is the simplest where items shipped f:!;t the e11d of 
one period are the ones used in the load for the next pe:r;i.ocl at 
the succeeding operation. This c13.rr be represented in general ai;i 
• 
s~ - ·+ l L~ l = 0. ]. 1+ 
The second is where an operation has a load with. nothing to 
draw upon except the inventory of the previous operation. 
Iti 
( ) 2 l equation 3 the variable L1 is the one drawing from I 0
. 
'1':h:e 
reason for the inequality sign in constraint (1) Should noW·l)e 
apparent since L1 - s1 
1 1 
1 
I 1 may not account for the entire bE!glnning 
inventory if Li is non zero. 
situation is L1 - s1 - r1 - L2 
1 1 1 1 
., 
The constraint to represent ·-th-::i/J$: 
l 
=-I. 0 Now to b.e certain that the . . . 
second operation does not draw upon the first operations load and 










Finally, if there is some upper limit .on ·the capacity f·br each. 
operation, then the rate of resource consumption could. be aj :.and 
the total capacities could be T~ (i = 1,2; j = 1,2). l 
. 
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s~·· - I12 2 
2 L -l 
and the capacity constraints become: 
( 8) a1Lt 
(9) a 1L~ 
(10) 
(11) 
. . 2L .. 2.· :a .···1 
·1 :+ L ·-2: . 2 .. s· .. ·.· .... 22.· .•... •.· .:-·. 1 . 2 
212 
a 1 
·1 .. .. 
~.~:ro. 
··o -·· , 
~-;·.-· 
. 2··· 












·< r2 :~. '1 
.. 2 <T 
.-·· ··2 
It is apparent that the problem size can readily g~t ·too i·ar.ge 
for conventional linear programroi ng methods. Even with the advent· 
of computers able to solve larger and larger problems , th·e: s.olving 
times still prohibit excessively large tableaus. In fact Wilde21· 
. .. ' states " ... the time required for the solution of a linear ·programmip;g 



















cube of the number of constraints ... " which empl)._~$izes· t:h¢.· nee,d for 
a faster method of solving these large problems .. 
Dantzig and Wolfe 7 developed a method of solving li·near p.rogra.ro·s • 
having a particular type of structure; this method :is: called th,e 
Decor:r:~:c1sition Principle of Linear Programming .. 
structure can be illustrated as in Figure 1. Notice· how· tl1ere are: . ' ~ . ; ' . ' . 
two separate blocks of constraints that are independ.~n.t of each 










referencing the decomposition principle vri:11 o·e· deal'ih.g with this 
two level decomposition with one set of o:verlap);>ing copst:raints. ·-· 
The term overlapping constraints refers t:·o the c-.oh.s·.t-raints- that 
contain variables present in some or all of' the sub--:trrob·lenl$. 
Now, a significant point is that the general struct11re- of the 
problem in Figure 2 is very similar to that of the ·prob:l~m in 
Figure 1. 
I 
If the model were expanded f'or two products it coµlc.l_ ·be· 















































1) 1~ I'; (' ·u ,..-. -+-l,' l 
..... -- .._. ._.... '- ---
Operation l ~ 
Product 2 





- Rates of Resource Usage Op. 2 -
Constraints ensuring appropriate quantities 
a::re rr1oved from operation to operation. 
Figure 2 
This model now becomes a multi-stage, .multi-product, multi-operation 
loading model. As the number of loading perio.d.s, pro:ducts and 
operations considered increases, the problem siz·e increase.s. very· 
rapidly. For example, the model just developed :for one pro.duct had 
ten variables and ten constraints while the same type of model .:('or 
two p1·oducts would have twenty variables and sixteen ,~·onstrai-nts .. 
Since f'igw~e is for only one machine, the prob,le-m. qJ1ickly 
grows in size as we add more machines capable of perftorm.i·n-g· th·~~ 
same operations. It is the ability to solve the prop·osed 1-oading 
model by this decomposition algorithm that would seem to· allow th.e 
.P model to consider a significant n1Jmber of loa.d.i·ng periods, product·s_ 
and operations and still remain solvable. 
General Formulation of the Model 










~i xi - bk , k = 1.,2,:.e:e. j: ,d 


















X - bk - ,. • l 
(j+l) 
,k - d -
• J 
... .. . ' ·d ;.,·.· . 
·.2 
d.. .. ·+ l:,·, a. . + .g_,. J--1. J-~1 . . . ' 




An extension of the above decomposition woul:d he to Pre.a.k the 
J + 1 matrix up into some r + 1 smaller matrices w:11:ih the smalle.st 
having at least as many variables as one or more of the r + 1 
matrices. 











....... , d· ·• 
r· :, 
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. -~: · .. :·, 
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r-1 ~i xi L r p=l p 








. = b , d . =· d + I , d . -+ 2: . ; • • _ •. , :d •. K k r 
·r· r·· 
In tableau form, then, the constraints are:: 
L 
Max L c. X. 







j + r + l 




a .. ; 
r 
At this point the model is capable .of producing a 16-aq. o,f 
several products requiring several oper&tions ov~r .many J.;o:a.din;g 
periods. The arrays (1) through (j) represent the movem~nt through 
time of a product at an operation. The arrays (j+l} through (j+-:r) 
represent the resource usage of a machine by all o:pe::r:ations :arl.d 
products through all load periods. In Figure 2 the cons·t:ra.ints in 
Part A 1..;ould make up these arrays for one machine. Fj__na.liy tl;.ie 
(j+r+l) array ensures the movement of products from. ope:ra.t,,;ion to 



















DETERMINING WHETHER EILON'S PROCEDURE REACHES OPTIMALITY 
Determining the Non-Optimal Cases 
As stated previously, Eilon' s procedure is one s·ugge·:sted. method 
of taking ·i r1to account the setup time when solving a line,ar program. !_ 
To rei te:rate, he suggested that the problem should first be solye·d 
·"" 
ignoring setup times. Next, the product mix should ·be ob·seryed ·a.rid 
the capacity adjusted by subtracting the approp.:ria.te. amount o·f 
setup time and the problem should be solved again •. .If· t·h·e amoun-t . . . . . . .. . . . .... 
of set up time changes with the new solution, the. _p·.roblem must be 
adjusted and solved again. This procedure must be c_ont-inued "lJhti.l 
the arnount of setup time does not change, th·ert the. last sq1uti:oh 
would be used . 
In order to test this procedure for optimality, the.re·. s.-e-em.s 
to be at least two cases that must be tested individually·.. The 
first of these is when the amount of setup time doe_s, not _change 
when the problem is solved after an adjustment •. , :The second ·:ts ·when 
the current setup time required is equal to the .set.u::p time used. 
by some previous solution other than the imm.ediately precedi!lg o·ne •. 




The capacity constraint involved here can be· ·state·d as 
L 
... . . l+.··: • ... l+ .~ a.x.=b and an adjusted constraint as ~ a.x.·-b_J-s J=b .J l l L....J l l i=l 
where sj is the setup time required by the solµtion :g·eri:er:a.te:d at 
iteration j. 
At first glance when the total E>etup ·tii;ne does not ch·a.tig.e 
•.. 





between two successive solutions, the ·1ast so·lution wo.1lld appea:r- to 
be the optimum. This seems apparent since th.e t·ota;l. ·capacity woul.d. 
not change for any new iterations and the problem would cycle.. The 
fallacy in this reasoning is that some variable not in soi1Jti..on 
could have less setup time than a variable in soluti.o:n;_. yet -not ·be 
considered since its contribution per Uh.it .in the :ob·j:ect.tve -fur1cti.on 
would be less. The difference in s·etup times couJ..d ther1 allow 
enough of the less profitable item to be produced. tb: 'II1J3$.E= -it 
contribute more than the item in solution. 
Improving Eilon's Procedure 
If sk is the setup time required by item k,_ and if s1 >· ·:s 2 t:h_e;n 
the non-optimal situation would occur when 
(1) c2 (s1 - s2 ) + c2 (A1 x1 ) > c1 x1 
a2 a2 
where Ck and 8k. represent the contribution ·run)d resour·cE?. 'Uffage· rate 
respectively. 
An example of this situation is given ·bel:,ow whe-re· :io:OiO is the: 
capacity constraint. 












where s1 = 200 
S = 10 2 
= 100 
s4 = 100. 
The solution to this problem is 
x4 = 130. 
16 
The total setup time is 400 and the new resou.rce become·s 600 .. ·· ?'.'h,e 
new solution is 
with Z = 900. 
\ 
Since s1 > s2 then constraint (1) can be used to check f'qr 
the optimality of the solution. It should be noted that Sl;l.'tisfying 
( l) does not guarantee optimality, but not satisfy:i,r,rg it does 
indicate non-optimality. The evaluation of' the ccinst.:raillt indics:tes 
a violation. 
In :fact, suppressing x1 and solving the problem again gives the 
answer. 
x3 = 300, x4 = 100 and z = 1300 
which is certainly larger than the first solution. 






replaced by x 4, s 4 > s 2 need not be te·sted. For- tJ1e c·a.ses :8 3 >- S_2 :,. 
x2 = 0, x3 > 0 the constraint is valid since 
2/3 (100-10) + 2/3 (x_3 ) <- .x3• 
This technique may not converge to optimality a:.nd. ·this pap.e·r 
does not at tempt to prove or disprove that convergen_ce. However, it 
does give at least as good a solution as Eilon-'s procedure and in ), 
many cases it will give a better one. With slight alterations, due 
to the importance of profit coefficients in ·ttte p::r;-oposed load·ing: 
model, this revised Eilon' s procedure is us:"E:~;d t·o .remedy the first 
case . 
The second case where Eilon' s procedure cycles it.1.voive:s 'the 
solutions constantly changing from :feasibility to irtf.e~f>·ib,:i.lity· • 
This occurs because there must b·e. one solution in: t.he-· ¢yc·1e whc>se'. 
setup time must be less than the s:e·t:up· time use·a by anoth.er 
solution. The solution with the most s·etup time must b.e inf'e,asible 
since its capacity constraint was generated by th.e pre:\riou,$ :solution .. 
Likewise, the solution with the least setup time will .always be 
feasible. Feasibility in this case refers to the conside.r:atiort. Q.f 
processing time available after the setup time is subt,ra..cte·-d. 
The attempt to apply constraint (1) in tni.s :ca.~.e -1.e.:a.ds t..o. ·tlre 
problem of which solution should be tested. To facili t.at:e :th.¢- ·d:Ls-
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Attempting to solve this problem by Eilon's procedure :le:ads t·o :a; 
first solution of 
The solution a:fter the capacity has been revised i.s: (A) x1 = 300, 
X = 2 0 
)' -
' .. 1.., -
.5 
40, x4 = 0. Then when the capacity -is ·revi·s,~a- a,: s·ec.ond 
time the solut~on becomes (B) x1 = 300, x2 = O, x3 = :Q_, x4 ·- 90~ 
This is the sarne product mix as the first solution and any ·rurth·e.r 
iterations just cycle between these last two solutions. 
If constraint (1) is applied to solut_ion {A) the s1 > s2 , x2_ -~ O: 
and x1 > O situation applies. The relation x1 _> 12· ho,l.ds. Solution .(fr) 
indicates x4 > 56 and this solution also holds. 
Since it appears that the final solution depend.s :upq:n whethe~-
(A) or (B) is chosen, each case must be explored. I .. f (A) is c:ho:se:p., 
a final solution can be found by suppressing all vari·a.,p.les .except 
those in solution, adjusting the capacity and solving the problem 
again. The solution is X1 = 380, X2 = 0, x_3 = 40, and Z = 11:8.0;. 
If the same technique is used on (B) the 'problem becomes .in~ 
feasible. In fact, when the constraint_ {1) evaluated for s4 > s.3 .. , ,x_3 ;:::. O· 
:, 
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and x4 > 56, it indicates an infeasible c>c>ndit,ion:. J( :uses· ·u.-n.· to. ·o_,, 
·4 . .. .. ~-
much time per unit and setup time to allow the othe.r qo:nstra.ints to 
hold if' it must be at least 56. The condition S:h01l-ld never have 
been used directly for testing. Jt could h13.ve been interpreted to 
mean x4 should never be in solution i'f X ·. is not i.n.-. s.olutio __ ·n_. -~- If 
. 3 . 
x4 is suppressed, we have the same case 1.'l,S (A). To 13.VOid problems 
then, it seems reasonable to use only tho.Se Solutions whiqh are 
feasible. 
The convention to be used here then will Qe to 1.lse the best 
feasible solution in the cycle and apply the feasibl~ test COnditie>hs·. 
In this problem (A) is the best feasible solution: 13.lld it satisfies 
the appropriate conditions. 
This preceding technique will be used in t:b.is, pa:pe;r to illl'.P:VoV:e 
on Eilon 's procedure in the loading model des.cribed in Cha;pter One. 
The steps in the technique are: 
(1) Use Eilon's procedure until (a.) two successive 
iterations have the same setup ·t:ime., 9·:r- (b) the: 
solutions cycle. 
(2) Construct the relationships 
c. 
_J_ 
(S. - S.) + C. 
1 J __J_ (a. X.) < C. X·. 
a. 
J 
where xi> 0, xj = 
feasibility. 
l l ··· 1: .. l 
. ·. . 
aj 
O, S .. ·> S . , and determine their· 
1 J 
(3) Apply the feasible relationships on (a) the fb;ial 
solution for the non-cycling case and (b) the best 
feasible solution for the cycling case. 
' 






If all feasible relationships hold, e.,cc::ep:t ·th·e .S<)lut·icJ.r+,, 
if not, suppress the appropriate variables i·riclio-·ated. by· 












INCORPORATING THE REVISED EILON's PROCEDURE INTO THE DECO:MPOSITION PROCEDURE 
Determining the Compatibility of Decomposition and .EiJ,;on' s. Procedure 
Before the second objective of determining the compatibility of 
decornrJos it ion and Eilon' s procedure can be :accolliplis.hed,. it is 
necessary to consider all phases of the de.composition ·process. S:ince 
the decomposition solution process generates many possi.bl·e solutionf:; 
at the sub-problem and master-problem levels, there ~:re a.t least 
,. three opportunities to apply the revised Eilon' s pro.cedure. 
The first opportunity arises when the firE>·t few prop.osals -are 
tendered by the sub-problems, but before these proposals :c.on$ti·tute 
a feasible solution to the master problem. Thi:s situation occurs 
because the loading model being discussed here has o·nly strict 
equalities in the master problem. (See Figure 2, Gh:apter .II-) It 
should be obvious that the first few sub-probl.em. -pt·oposals .may· .not. 
allo1,r the master problem to have a feasible solution. s·in.ce- some ·of 
the artificials may remain in the final basis. T.hi:s -final basis: 
is meant to be the master problem's optimal basi.s .at the ·c-onclusion. 
of one decomposition iteration. s:ince the probleill during t,h.is stage 
of the solution process gives no :feasible solut:ion at. all,. it would_ 
be meaningless to apply Eilon' s procedure. This inf·easible sitµation 
will be discussed in more detail when the model is s·olved in the 
next chapter. 
-
The second opportunity is after the solution process reaches 
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this time Eilon' s procedure could seemingly be applied and cont.ribute 
something to the solution of the model. The last opportunity is 
after the decomposition process reaches an optimal solution and 
. 
.~ 
terr::inates. Therefore, since the first case can be elim:Lnate·d from 
consi c~eration, these last two cases are the only :ones that :ne:ed\to 
be e):nlored. 
:\ Applying Eilon's Procedure During the Solution Process 
T f Eilon 's procedure is applied duri.ng the feasible ·ftt~g;e of 
the decomposition solution process, ·it would have ·to be appli.e.d 
at the sub-problem level where the mach·ine capacity cons.t,ra.ints are 
considered. It should be noted that the sub-problem :soluti'c:)Il. ·or 
proposal at this stage would then be a consequence of the .penalt·ie.s 
and rewards introduced by the decompos:itiqn P!c1cess and tYf t.he. 
dec:r·easing capacity brought about by the ·sub·t:racting of setup 
ti1nes. This immediately deviates from the proven de.compO.S'ition 
method ai."l.d it no longer guarantees convergence on arr q'J;~tim.al solutf,on:. 
However, each proposal is feasible with regard to setup time 
and after enough proposals are tendered the process may converge. 
But even with this assumption, the solution would probably be sub-
optimal for the same reasons that prompted the development of the 
revised Eilon's procedure. Therefore, the heuristic developed in 
Chapter III should be applied to the sub-problem solutions· a:rt·er 
Eilon's procedure produces a proposal. This heuristic is 
~ + .:J. (a. X.) < C. X. l l l l a. 
J a. J 
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Ck = coefficient o:f product k in the, obj·e,ct:i:Ve, :fun.:ctiott.,., 
Sk = setup time for product k, 
~ - resource usage rate of pro·d110:-t ·k-,. 
~=quantity o:f product k. 
When this heuristic is applied there are two ·p.oss_:lble, ·~ray·s: it 
could be evaluated. First, by using the orig-inal C'-s -an,_d. >s·econd}y 
by using the C's revised by the decomposition proces9 • 
At this point it is necessary to identify in the .l_Q·$di.ng mo:del 
what will be the ~, or a.mount o:f :p·roduct k to be p:t?oo.11.·ced., 'I'he 
proposed loading model as presente.d i:ri Ch.apter ~[J:: c .. ons.i.,st·s .o:f: ot1ly, 
three types of variables. These are t:he· follow.ing :. 
Ik = inventory of item k., 
-~ = quantity of item k loaded, 
Sk = quantity of item k shipped:. 
Since the L's are the a.mounts loaded to be-built and ·t.hey ar:e 
multiplied by the usage rates in the model, they are ~quivale-nt to t-h'e 
X's previously mentioned. 
At this time it should be noted that the amount of product t:o 
be distributed between these variables is predetermined by th.e 
total amount that must be shipped. Figure 3 illustrat·es: tb.i-s ·.for 
the two operations, three load periods and one product s.ub--problem. 
The super-scripts indicate the operation number while the sub-script,s 
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This figure is a reduced version of Figure 1 in Ch_apte:,r I:I 
where there were two products being loaded on two machines.. ,S .. in.ce:. 
Figure 3 is referring to one machine, whenever a "sub-probl$ID.'" is 
referred to in this paper, it is ref'erring to all opera..t·ions 
being considered on a single machine. 
.. 
Now returning to the idea of applying the heuristic wi:t:h 'the 
original C's, Figure 3 indicates that if a 1·oad variable fa.i.ls 
... 
to pass the test and is suppressed, there is a high l-.:i~elihood. 
it will never be proposed in enough quantity to :a11:ow· it··s i:nclusi:on. 
in the sub-problem solution. The decomposition prt1c.e·.dure may re-
quire an increase in the amount proposed, but it dOEfsn·'··t g11;ara.n.:t~e 
that the proposed quantity will pass the heuristic: tes·t. '.If thi,·s·: 
happens, the master problem may never reach a: feasible s·olUiJi:on 
since a variable it needs is suppress·ed by the heuristic.:· 
















changes. The variable being suppressed woulct -:t1ave an incre,ased 
C which would require less of the quantity to· be propo·sed before 
it would be allowed to remain in the sub-<probl~n1 solution:.. 'llte 
question here is whether the decompos.itioh :'.Proc-ess will. ca1.1s-.e ·th_e: 
C to become large enough. 
Even if it is assumed that the variable eventually will come 
into solution, another question arises. Since applying ·t.lte: 
heuristic to the sub-problems ~t thi.s stage of the solµtion 
procedure only compares the setup times of the products ·on one 
machine , does it guarantee that the product will be maa.e .. on the 
machine where it has the least setup t-ime .. .0_:· ._:t' .co.urse .· · .. ft. does, . ...... , 
not since the setup times by produc·t py rila:<:!hine -were ne·ve-:tt ¢on---
sidered. 
Which is more important, then, the comparison o.f severa.l 
product setup times per machine or the comparison Qf pro·duct: s·etup 
times between machines. Since there is n·o. chc5ic:e but to pro-duce 
a fixed total number of a product, then to c:9I11p:are p.rq .. ·duot :set:up 
times between machines would seem to b,e tlie- p_r-ope1r test-. ·.Th:i$. 
decision eliminates the first questio:rt -abqut the C' $- oeconting 
large enough to allow a variable to c·ome into :s-olutiori. The· 
question need not be answered since the heu.rist·ic cannot be 
applied at the sub-problem level and still. coinpa:re· setup ·tffues 
between machines. 
Applying Eilon's Procedure at the Master Problem Level 
Deciding to compare a product's setup times for the different 






















decomposition procedure terminates. This has th.e dis.advantag:e 
of having to solve the entire loadi_ng model ea.ch :time the clipacit:Y 
for a machine is revised. 
instead of at each iteration o:f the decomposition procedµ.rf= is 
that fewer setup time combinations need be compared. For· .e:xtunp:le,. 
a model with three products, two operations and two machine.s cqul·d 
have as many as twelve different setup timE=s, or six t.imes• pe..r 
machine. This amounts to as many as fi:fteE:n po·s.sibl.e. corrib·i'rJJa.ti.ons 
of setup times per machine. However, if only like· pro.ciuct :~et·:UI>-
times are compared, then only a maximum of s·ix ·tests· .for b.otb 
machines can be done. 
By choosing to apply Eilon 's pro·cedure at the master p.:robl·e·m 
level after the decomposition process has terminated, the tlrird 
objective has also been achieved. There is no longe.r, any ne.e:i ·t.o 
choose capacity levels for the first. a.r1'CJ. su:cces·siv.e _pr9posal8 
during the decomposition solution. 
In conclusion, then, the revise~ .Eiloii 's pro.c-e;dure -w'ill l>.e 
applied after the loading model has be~n scfl·veci b.y th·e de.cornpOS:iti·on 
process and will only consider the setup times on ·the d..tffer.ent 




TESTING THE MODEL 
Determining the Model Parameters 
There are two main considerations that -mu-st- ·pe.- taken :i:o:to ac·count · 
when determining the model :parameters. First the number of lt1a.d.ing 
periods being considered must be few enough to allow manual ch~cl~i-ng 
of the results while still cov¥ing enough future. periods to t.est tl1e, 
model. Next, the setup times should be such that ·both Ei_lon"s 
procedure and the heuristic constraint are exercised to test th$5 .. _r-
applicability to the model. 
The first consideration of the number of loadi:ng peri:b.dfB. 
involves mainly the constraints ensuring the movement of adequat_:e 
quantities from operation to operation. Recall that thes:e: con:.s.tr·ain:b~ 
were different depending on whether the operation be:i)p.g· fed w~·s in 
the first or succeeding load periods. 
If the operation was in the first _load p~riod. ·it: ·h.ad. to draw 
its items from the inventory of the previ.ous operat.i.ori. It should b.e . . . -. . .. 
. .. · 
noted that i:f more than one machine is performing the :p·r-~vious 
operation, there will be more than one inventory to draw· ·from .. 
However, these separate inventories are only meaningful to tlie niod~·l-. 
for purposes of item movement. In real life they will $:n all 
probability be in the same physical location. Thus,. ·if. two: :ma.c.htnes-
are being loaded, constraint (6) on page 9 will o·ecome . 
Lll 811 111 Ll2 L21 821 121 L22 .. ll 2:1 + 
-
-.Io:· ·ro - - - - - - -- ·-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
vhere 
... 








































Now, if the operation being loaded is in any load peri:od other 
than the first one, it can draw from both the inventory ~.-d ·the 
output of the preceding operation. Again, if we are loading Iri.pre 
thw1 one machine at the preceding operation, the opera~ion- being 
cons '"i dered has multiple sources. As in the previous c·a.se, ·if two .. 
mac11i !1·::: s are being loaded at each operation, const·ra.int {5 )- on. 
page s, becomes 
811 
1 
112 + 821 
2 1 
- L22 = 0 2 
~-rhere Lfk = load for load period ion machine j, operation k. 
To test these constraints then, only two load periods per machine 
need be included in the test model. 
However, a third concept in the_ model woul·d :rid.t be t-este:d_ with 
just tvro load periods. This is the idea of creating· :an invento:ry "I" 
to carry over to a succeeding load period. wh.en ther~ i,s inadequate 
resource for the production needed in that pe:r.i.od. Ref'e·r·ri.-ng· to 
constraint ( 2) page 9 the "S" variable is not required to ·c·ome ·.i11to 
solution since it feeds no loading in period 3 for opera..t·ion 2. 
Obviously the machine will not build tor inventory :tn pe~iod I ·when 
no load is required in period 2. Therefore, the :model :mus.t c'.ove~-- at 
least 3 load periods if the "I" variable is to be used. Al.so, 3 
periods seem to be few enough to allow :for a manual che.ck of the 
algori tlu-r: solution. 
Tl1e second main consideration of establishing appropriate s.etup 
times to test the model presents a more difficult problem. There 



























Eilon's procedure and consequently no wa;y of' knqwJng which loacl.s 
should be assigned appropriate set-up times t.o test the hi:,lll'ist;;Lc., 
However, it would seem reasonable that if the set.,..up time is large 
enough to have a significant eff'ect on the total resource. a.nd was 
proportionally much larger than the alternative setups C)n other 
machines, the desired tests would be achie-ved. Also,,. to ensure. that 
at least one such situation arises, there nrust be several patrs Qf 
variables with the described relationship,. By stating pairs, it. is 
assumed that two machines with similar capabilities are being loaded. 
To provide the opportunity to have several of these pairf,l then, :i.,t 
would seem that 3 products requiring 2 operations loa,ded on 2 :machines 
where each machine can perf'orm each operation would be suffj_cient., 
Therefore, with a few experimental sol1.1tions of the (3,lgorithnt on 
the comTJuter to ensure its feasibility, the parameters stated above 
were used to test the entire solution procedure. 'l'hei following tables 
show the set-up times, resource rate usages, maQhine i:'.€sources, and 
other required data used for the testing. 
Set-up Times 
:Pr.od.uc7t; .. 
• • • - I . • 
l 
.3 .. 
Machine 1 Operation 1 10 '10, 1·20 
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Now before the heuristic constraints .. fbr the stated set of 
data can be developed, the coefficients of the v:ariables ir:1 the .objec-
tive :function must be determined. Note that ·in the d:i:sc,us:s:i..on ·in the 
. . .. -. .. -· . 
preceding chapter it was decided to use the heuristic at the lilaStl:;)r 
problem level and hence only need be computed once. 
In the first paragraph in the introduction tb;e final dbje,ctive 
of this loading model is to minimize inventory arid machine set.,,,up 
times. This would seem to indicate that the other two· variables S 
and Lare not involved and in fact will not contribute gain or loss 
since the products must be manufactured and shipped at some point in 
time. The cost arises when the products must be built be;E':Qre they are 




c1a.L. + h l. l. < C.L, L. > 0, t~ -~ 0 l. i l ., .v 
the C's can be considered equivalent and the cons.tra;L;nt becomes 
+ 
a L. i l 
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It was also decided that the cona:t-raint onlr, he d~v.eJ::91?e·¢l· for compar:j_,"!"' 
son of the set-up times for the machine5 for one 1>rodu..c.t .at a ti.me~ 
Therefore, for the 3 products and 2 machines the .fo·llowing 
heuristic cons train ts must hold given the indi_c'a.ted c·o.nditiorts-. 
Condition Const.r·aint 
L21 > 0' L 11 = 0 
.1 
.1 Condition ·must :riot occur 
L22 > 0' Ll2 = 0 
.1 
.1 
L21 >O, Lll = 0 
• 2 • 2 Condition mus·t not o:ecu:r 
Ll2 >O, L22 = 0 
.2 
.2 Condition must ript .,qc,cur 
111 >O, 121 - 0 
. 3 
. 3 
.Con.diti·on ··must :not :oc:.cur 
where 
All of the information needed to build th.e model ac.corclin.:g: to· 
i the proposed structure in Figure 2 page 10 is now avail.ab:le. :E:xhibi~ts 
1, 2, and 3 show the final makeup of the model in its de·cfoID.posed 
•:. 
modules. 
Generation of the Decomposition Solution 
The computer program used to solve the model µt,ilizes th.e 
decomposition procedure as outlined by Dantzig9 8.Ild a simplex sub-
routine written by R. J. Clasen of the Rand Cor:por:at.ion-... A li.sting 
of the progrrun is presented in Appendix C. 

































program generated a soluti.on w.hlch._ reiui.red very li tt.le t.nvent:O.r:y'· 
and a schedule as. 
solution, the master and suh-.problems were ·solved 6 times each. ·and 
used a total of 20.53 minutes of I.R.M. 360 Model 50 computer time:. 
This time mey seem excessive and there are at least two possible 
ways of reducing it. The first reduction occurs becaus.e the s.qli.ition· 
of each simplex problem during the decomposition ·proc.edure wa.s 
printed to provide a means of visually following the proceciurer. '-Th·e 
comuuter time necessary to put this information ori disc for later 
printing is included in the 20. 53 m.inu.tes. Obvi.ous(ly, after it is: 
apparent that the program is operating: correctly, these print roµti·n~s 
can be deleted and only the final solution need be. printed. When 
this was done, the time dropped to approximately i8 minut,es . 
The second method of reducing the time was not expl6r$d, however 
it seems to offer the greatest potential. The metb.od is the result 
of the way the simplex sub-routine requires stri:ct equalities: ir;i. the· 
constr·aint equations. In the case of the master and sub--prob~Lems for· 
this model, the constraints are almost all equalities. Howe·v~,.r, sinc·e 
the sub-routine then proceeds to use a two phase simplex routine to--
solve the problem, i:f not all of' its artificial variables c.a.rt be 
driven out of solution the program will be terminated. Obviously, wh·ert. 
the first few sub-problem proposals are generated, there. may not be 
enough of each variable in the proposals to satisfy the equali.ty 
constraints of the master problem. Specifically- the s:bipment 
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iterations and the program would terminate. 
To circumvent thi's problem, another a.rtificj_,a.J_ basis was g~n.f=;r-. 
ated for the master problem. The consequence of adding this new 
basis was that the simplex sub-routine went through the fi·rst; pbase 
to eliminate its artificial variables and then :had to drive t:he -new .. . . . . . ... - . 
. .. ' . 
artificials out of solution before an optimal answer could.be found. 
If the master problem could be initiated without this- .new attifici.al 
basis and still remain solvable by the sub-r-outine, thet1 erubstanti:.al 
computing time could be saved at each decomposition .iter.~ti.ort. 
The coefficients used in the objective f\motiort fg.:r tbi·s ·soiut.ion 
were chosen arbitrarily. The only considerat.ion -was. t,:h:at. ·tne· ·_:Lpventory 
cost was significantly smaller than the coe:f:fi.ci.ents u:se:d for lo··ad:ing 
and shipping. The cost was positive since the sub-I",QUti.ne -mi:ni:rniz:es· 









Generation of .the Eilon' s Procedure Solution 
The first decomposition s.olution as illustrated in e:x:hi;b:J'.,t 4 
required a total of 860 units of set-up time and reduced the cap&city 
























































capacities yielded a different set of capacities which in twn were 
used to generate a third set and so on until the fifth solution iildi,-.. 
.l":• 
cated that Eilon I s procedure had terminated. Notice that the 
capacities resulting from both four and five are the same, thi.1:1 is one 
test for termination. The final load schedule resultii+g fr.om, thia. 
process is illustrated in exhibit 5. 
At this point the solution can now be tested by the heuristic 
and, if' possible, improved upon by reducing inventory and set-up time. 
However, the heuristic could be applied to the fourth 
solution since it is feasible with regard to capacity available. It 
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and these capacities either remained the same or increased. Since ~. . .. . . . . 
the solution time to find the ;f'i_fth a.elution ~ 15 .26 minute.a,. that 
ti.me could have been saved. One additional area of study mi:ght be 
to discover whether applying the heuristic to both the: fourth and 
fifth solutions would lead to the same final solution·.,. 
Ho,-rever, the procedure established in Chapt,.:e.r 3- ,req)1t:rea that·: 
the application be done after the procedure has te·rrn.in.ated .and. this 
is soll1tion 5. The set-up time and in-process inv.~ntory t-Q b.e 
improved upon are 990 and 350 uni ts respectively'. 
. . 
Generation of the Heuristic Solution 
Using the final loads given by the Ei.lon' s :proc-ea.ure solution. 
the following condition must be tested. 
122 112 
..22 (1) > 0 0 > 3.0 - I.i ' . .1 ' .1 
.:1 -
(2) Lll>O,L21=0 
. 3 . 3 
. 11 
L , __ 3._ .. _•- -> .. l.4.0 .. ··· 
(3) Ll2 > 0, L22 = 0 
. 3 . 3 
where L~~ = load of product j for week i on ::ma.chine k for :opJ:~ratio:n l.·.-l J 
Evaluating the first test, the a.mount of· the fi:r:st prodtJ.c·t to ber, 
loaded on the second machine, second operation in tne second load 
period must be greater than 30. ·22 The actual load- i.s to be L ... =: l8·5-, 
.21. 
therefore the variable can remain in solution. 
11 The second test says that·L. 3 must always be greater than 140. 













Therefore, the L~~ variable must be kept out of sol:U.tlon acco:tding 
to the procedure previously establi,shed. 
in solution since it passes the test. 
-
The third test indicates that L~~ should never be in solution 
• b T 22 -, & 
• 1 t • wit.out .L1 ~ oe1.ng in sou ion. 
~ _) Since this is not the cas:e:,. it too 
must be su1)nressed from solution. 
The method used to drive L~~ and L~~ out of solution was to 
assign a very high cost to them in the objective .e:quation. They were 
then treated as arti:ficials by the simplex subroutine and were. not 
allowed to be in the :final solution. The resulti:ng $0·1uti.o:h ge_n.e;J:a.~·eg: 
no new variables to be tested and according to the established p.ro ..... 
cedure the capacity :figures were adjusted, all vari·ables exc.ept ·tho_se: 
in solution were suppressed and the problem solved :once more:. :Tlli.s 
resul.ted in the final solution illustrated in e·xb.ibit 6.. The total 
amour1t of set-up time saved by applying the heuristic was 120 unit·$. 
\.lhether or not this is significant will be dis.cus--s.ed in the rtext·. ch-ap .... · 
ter. 
Variation of Parameters 
The last objective of varying tll.e parameters an.d: observing the 
results now seems to be of little consequence until tne solution t,ime 
of the method is drastically reduced. Th.is should be evident. $.ince 
the processing time required to solve the problem as stateqwas 
approximately 118 minutes and the parameters such a·s loading periods· 
and operations can only be meaningfully varied by being increas·ed. 
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time needed to solve a simplex tableau is. apJ?roximately· proportional 
to the cube of th.e number cons..trai.nts, an idea of the consequence of 
increc:.sing the J?roblem size can he ob.tained. St.nee the vari.ables 
have four indices, there are four parameters- that can b~ 'inereasred; 
the number of products being loaded, the number of loading periods, 
the number of operations., and the number of machin·es. ·-; 
First, by increasing the number of products by :on:e·, .each s·u"b-
problem would be increased in size by five constraints and fif'teen vari·-
ables. The original problem has eighteen constrq.i.nts. J;>.er sup-probl~m 
and twenty-one constraints in the executive problem. The rat·i.o o:f· 
the sum of the increased problems is ,. 
20,733 = 2.2'4 
46,236 
Nov since the solution time :f'or one ·deocompo_s;Ltion i.te ..ration of the 
original problem is approximately twenty minutes:, the est:imated t·.i:r.ne: 
for the new problem would be 
2.24 x 20 = 44.8 minutes 
Performing the same sort of analysis on the ot:r1er J;>·ar~~:t:~:r-s 
yields the following table. 
Parameter 
Number of Products 
~Jumbr-_.r .p Periods .... \.._.. -· OJ. 
r\r urnb f:::. :!·~ ... ,-·, -+- .. (); 
"~,Der al, l ons "-· ~ ..... 
-
'0¥ - ,.., 
l t' h. l~UJnbf~1 ... OI .: .. 1ac ines A "-• ·- .,._ 
























These figures don I t show what the i.ncrease would be if two or 
more par8Jlleters were i.ncreaaed at the same time, but they- do add 
·, 
weight to the argument that until the solution times are decrea.s·.ed, 
















The stated objectives in the fi.rs.t ch.apter were in s1.111noa:ey· to 
construct a multiperiod, multiproduct, multioperation loadin"l~ mo·del 
and solve it through the application of the Decompositon _Princip:le. 
In orc1er to make the model simulate the real wo.rld as much as possible, the solution process was to take into account the changes. in capacity due to set-up times varying with the product In.ix. It. Wa$ this last 
consideration that prompted the use o:f Eilon's procedure arid the 
development of the heuristic. The effect of using the Deco:rnpasition Principle, Eilon' s Procedure and the heuristic is :an&lyz.-ect :in t·h'= 
following paragraphs. 
The decomposition algorithm as programmed prove-d tt:> be. ::inefficient and slow. This can be attributed to the progra;mmj.ng te:chn·ique and 
not to the decomposition theory or the simplex sub-routine., In. 
Chanter 4 there are several suggestions on how to improve the so·lutio:ri: times by cha.nging the wey in which the decompositon process is 
initiated. The algorithm did, however, give an optimal answer to, ·the problem as it was stated. 
When the algorithm was used in Eilon' s procedure, it was :fourld that the process did not terminate in two or three iterations a.s 
Eilon suggested, but ::r,equired six iterations. Since the decomposi-
tion algorithm was not especially :rast, the added iterations ran. the total solution time to approximately 87 minutes. Also, Eilon--'s 
~n 






procedure does not guarantee optimality, so the goodness of t:he: 
t 
solution reached in this length of time is questionable. 
At the termination of Eilon' s procedure. the ·heuristic was 
applied to reduce the amount of set-up time required by that proc·e.--
dures solution. Before the heuristic was applied .a_ tota.l of 990. 
uni ts of set-up time was required. This was reduced to 870· unit,s ,, 
an improvement of approximately 12 percent. If the heuristi.c were . . . . . . :. . ' ,• . - . 
applied sooner than at the termination of :Eilon.' s pr:o:o::ed.u.re,;: ·the ti.m.e 
it took the whole process to reach a soluti_.on :inight. b·.e s.ignificantly 
reduced. The total time required ··t.o: soive the pro"bl,em t·h:r:-"ougn t:h·e 
process defined in the first two ,chapters took ,a t·ot-al of 118 mi:nute,s .• 
In s11mmary, the entire process took too m.1.tch comput~r :processirig 
time to be practical. However, it did generate a f'·eas:ible J..oading 
schedule taking into account set-up times without the· use .. :of i:nt-eger· 
programming. The Decomposition Principle did prove to be work.able 
and reduced the size of the tableaus, therefore: r.-ed1i<.2i:ng t:he amount 
of core required to solve the problem. 
Suggested .A:reas for Additional Research 
rr1here are at least two interesting areas of possible add:ition:al 
research suggested in the main body of this thesis. The fir,st of. 
these is the reduction of the solution times by changing tlle met·hod 
by which the decom:pos i tion algorithm was ini tiate.d" The meth.od used 
was to introduce artificial slack variables in the main tableau to 
























the algorithm. This resulted in time being ta.ken to clrive the.see 
artificials out of solution during each iteration of the decom,positi:op 
procedure. Another technique may significantly re_o:Q.JJe :the total 
solution time. 
The second suggested area involves te_st:i~g tri-e'. heur:t_9tic on 
several different types of problems to find o~t how :c_io·se the ·:final 
solution is to optimality. The final result of rese,ar·c-h i.n. thi.s .ar.ea 
-· . - . . ' .. ; ... -. .. •' 
mig11t be a better heuristic and a faster no·n-:i:rrte:ger :::trretho·a of 




















HOW TO USE THE DECO:MP013J~TION· ALGZJR.ITHM 
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HOW TO USE THE DECO:MPOSITION ALGORITltM 
I. ~ntroduction 
This algorithm calls for the separate groupi-n:g of' the c-onst:r·aints 
that are independent of one another (Figure 1) a.ri.d the re·cursive· s-ol-
ving of them individually. If the reader is un:familiar ·with the 
tecl1nique, Dantzig (1) gives a good explanation which :shou..1.d be r·ead. 
before this program is used. 
It was with the objective of reduc.ing the c·pID.pu.ti11g ·tillle that 
this program was written. Although it does not present:;iy ,h:ave the 
capacity for solving larger than normal systems, it d6~s have the 
characteristic that this capability may be acquired. with.out· too 
much effort. What would be required is t'rre sto.ring on disc· o.f· all 
ar1 .. ays not being currently used by the program so as to t:elea.se 
substantial runounts of computer core . 
II. Data Prenaration 
The dimension statements at the beginning of the p·rogram set 
up and describe the arrays necessary to store variables, solution-s. 
and counters at various stages during the solving of the :problem. 
It is those arrays holding the variables and solutions that coulcl 
be hel,i on disc to conserve core. These dimensi-on stat:ements should 







A( i ,j) 
Purpose 
The arrays in statement 1 carry data to 
and from the sub-routine. _X is the sol-
ution vector, i must be at least as large the number of col' s in the lar·gest array. 
A is the constraint matrix, i 
and j must be at least as large 
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eel's respectively of the 
largest array; where n - number 
of sub-problems. 
B is the constraint. quantities· 
vector, j number of rows +: n 
of largest array .• 
C is the obj:e·ctive .e_qua.tidn 
c.oeff·i cient· vecto.r, it must· b_e: 
a.s large as X •. 
P holds the shadow p:ri c·~s , i.t 
should be as large .as B-.• 
KO holds th-e codes :fo.r--· :e:rro·r· 
messages. 
S is the array holding the. Sub-
Problems. The indexes- i and j 
should be one larger than the 
rows, col's r1spectively, while 
k should be equal to the numb-er 
of Sub-Problems. 
EM saves the Master Problem; 
data pertaining to Sub~-P::robiem 
k. It should be as large ·a.ts s .. 
SS holds the origin-al Sub-Pr:C>bl.em-,.-
it should be as large as S. •. 
BI is the s aine s. i ze: as: EM'.', except 
"i" must be n 1ar$er t'han the 
EM "i". 
EXEC is the Master Prob·lem arra:y. 
"j" must be extremely large t_o 
allow for several iterations:. 
"i" is the same as in EM. 
ESLAK holds the slack variables 
co-efficients for the Master 
Problem. "i" and "j" should be 
= "i" of the EM arrey. 




























NROW hol:ds the number of rows pl us orte: for Sub-Probletn ·i. 
NCOL ( i) NCOL holds 1 the number of; col·' s plus one :for Sub-Problem i. 
WT(i,j} WT holds the solution weighing 
co-efficients and must be of ..... 
size (n,n) where n .:== number of Sub-Problems. 
BB( i) BB holds the Maste·r Problem con~ 
-straint quantities; it must be 
the same size as the "B" array (number 3) of statement l. 
CC(i) CC must be the s_a.tne size. as 
the "c" array (number 1) of 
statement 1. 
SOL ( i, j ,k) SOL holds the solution·s to th.e Sub-Problems. "in sho.uld be 
the same size :as the uin in 
array 1, statement l. :Th,e .J 
must equal 1 and the ·k sho-Ulcl be equal to the number of 
sub-arrays . 





The i and j shotild b,~ the same 
size as. the i, k r·e-s:pe,ctivel:y' 
.o:r· .statement 9 . 
S.ame as statement 10 • 
This array holds the values of the Sub-Problem solutions with 
regard to the original coefficients,. 
"i" must be equal to the number of Sub-Problems. 
This arrey holds the v~ues: of 
the Sub-Problem solutions with 
regard to the revised coefficients_. 
"i" must be equal to the n1roili.e,r 
of Sub-Problems. 
This arrey holds the coefficient 
adjuster and "i" should be the 
same size as the "i" in array 2, 
statement l. 
'\ · __ 
•:I 













This array holds the Ma.st.e·'r 
Problem solution vector. "·in 
should be the same size as: ''i'' 
in array 1, statement .1 . 
This array holds- the optimal 
test quantities. ''i '' sho.ul.d, 
be equal to the number o·f 
Sub-Problems . 
To be able to prepare the data for the program, the user must, already 
have the problem in a decomposed form. Figure 1 illuStr.ates the 
basic decomposable configuration. The elements of' -the Sub-Prob·lems 
.·.,. ·. . '' . '. .. ; ....... . 
used by the program call for the inclusion of' the two( vectors. con-
si sting of the appropriate elements of the Object·ive Eqµation ahd 
the Constraint Quantities, respectively, in addition to the basic 
decor::Dosed constraint equations (see Figure 2). The number of' 
these Sub-Problems and their respective elements are th.e first 
items read by the program in formats specified in the Data C~d$ 
Section. Since the program uses a Simplex method that :finds 
. . , 
n 
x such that 
n 
~ C. x. is a minimum ove-r .a.J..-•.·· 1 :s:et_·. ·.s. x ··,·. x 2... ... .. . -., .. x. L....J J J · 1. · . "· ·n 
j=l 
that satisfy the independent constraints 
n 
L j=l a . . lJ • • 
and x. > 0 it will sometimes be necessary to include Slack Va.Tialoles J-
to attain the equalities. The slack arrays are hand1e4 loy the 
program in such a way that it is necessary that the Slac),c kr'r:eybe 


























is already an equality without slack is the ~c:ldi:tion of a s).:.&ck 
variable with a zero coefficient. If the, situation arise.s., some: 
of the of the sub-problem will be zero. 
After the Sub-Problem data has been prepared, th:e pr·ogrt3..Ul hex.b: 
requires the Constraint Quantities :pertain.ing orfly to· the Overlapping 
Co11straint Equations (Executive Problem). In ot·he:r' words, there will 
be as many elements in the new col11mn vector as tnere 'S.:r~ overl~ppin,g 
equations plus an additional number-ones equal. ·to ·the, number o:f 
Sub-Problems. These additional ones are to be- t.he Cons.t..raint:· 
Quan ti ties for the new Weight Constraint. E.quations .. Tne final vector 
is formated in accordance with i tern 5 in the Data .C.-ar·ds ·se:c"tion. 
Next the data cards termed i terns 4 and ·6 are ·prepared and have , 
to do with several new arrays called Intermediate Executive Arrays. 
These arrays are simply the coefficients of the Overlapping C.o.nstrai.nt: 
Equat:,io11s blocked together according to their respec.t·ive sub--arrays. 
Fig1.:1aoe 3 shovrs how Intermediate Executive Array 1 consl·pts· of ·the 
coeffici er1ts of those overlapping elements represented in Sub-Array l .. 
These arrays are exclusive of the necessary slack v:ari~oles. 
During the construction of the Master Exe·c:utive Array at ,each 
iteration, the so-called Weight Constraints must b·e :.added to ensure 
that the fractions of the Sub-Problem solutions to be used ·will add 
up to one ( see Data Cards Item 7). This is done th·ro~h the use of 
weight vectors, one :for each Sub-Problem. To construct these· ;vect·.ors, 
one must start with an all zero vector of length N, wllere N is t·he 
number of Sub-Problems and insert a 1 in the first :position. This 












vector and insert a 1 in position two. This procedure must be: 
repeated until all N vectors have been prepared. In the example 
used in Figure 3, there would be three vectors c·o:ps-tructed as 
follows: 
Vector 2 = O, 1~ 0 
Vector 3 = 0 
' 
0, 1 
The final preparation for the program is th~ build;i..ng of the 
Master Executive Slack Variable Array (Item 8). mt..·• ;. 
. cLLllS· 1S j11st t.he . 
basis or identity matrix necessary if one were going to 9olve the 
Overlapping Constraints Array plus the N weighting .rows~· Even if 
. - -; 
no slack is needed to attain equality, the rule. tise?f cluri·ng the. 
construction of the Sub-Problems pertaining to a scrti.are mat.:rix i;s 
applicable here. This matrix must be prepared in ac•cordance. with 
the instructions in the Data C-ards Section. 














Integer, num:ber Qf s.ub ...... arrays 
Integer, numb:e·r o:f rows, number of' 
col1Jmns, respecti ve+y i,n sub-array 
Floating point, coefficients of 
objective equation of sub-array, 
from left to right, make up the 
first row o:f the sub-array. Suc-
ceeding rows include the coefficients 
of the constraint equati·ons plus tne. 
constraining quantities. Each row 
must be started on a new card. 














As many as 
necessary 





. 8Fl0. 3 
57 
·nata. : ... ·.• 
Integer, number t>f rows arrd number 
of col11rnns in the irtte·rmediate ex-
ecutive arrays. 
Floating point, the Master Exe·c.utive· 
arrays constraint g_uanti ti·es·. 
Floating point, coefficients o:f the 
constraint equations for the inter-
mediate exec.uti ve arrays.. Each row 
must be started on a new c.ard. 
*NOTE: Item 6 must be repeated f'or each intermediate executive arr'a.;,'. 
7 
8 
As many as 
necessary 




IV. Solution Interpretation 
The weight vectors for each -sul:)-arr.ay 
with a new card .for ea.en sub-·a.rray 
( see explanation of weigh·ts- in Data. 
Preparation secti·on). 
The slack variables c.oef·fic-i:e.-nts for 
. ; .. . ;,. . . ..... 
the Master Executive Ar.rays.. S"i~art 
a new card for each row. 
As the program progresses toward an optimal Solution, it prints 
each Sub-Problem with its solution directly beneath it. Using the 
n 
notation introduced earlier 
n 
j=l A . . X . = b. .. i-=.·1 ~- 2 , ~- . . lJ J l . 
., . ,· ..... ,.-_. . . . .·•- .. '·• . . 
m ~ri::tmi z:_1.n·g 
j=l c .X., let A be the coef.:fi.ci_: __ e_ n_··.·.t ma.t·r __ ··ix .. o.f ·the X. ·. B ·u_._·e :t.he J J ...... j' 
Constraint Quality vector and C be the coef'f'icient vector of' tJ1e 
expression being minimized. When tbe Sub-Problems l!l.l'E! lis~etl the 
notation just def'ined is used to identify the aJ?pro:pr':late p;rob.leJl1 
parts. The Sub-Problem solutions or proposals are listed in three 
\ 
column lists the j=l,2, .. n, and the third column tells what 









their solutions can be deleted simply by renrtrv:L:ng the appropriately 
labeled statements from the sub-routine and the main program. 
When the Master Executive Array is constructed, i.t is printe.d 
in exactly the same manner as the Sub-Problems, however, its· 
solution is not printed until the entire prob:lem is at an opt::imum.. 
Under the title "FINAL SOLUTION" the optimum quantities for the 
variables in the Master Executive Problem are listed in the_ sa.m~: 
sequence as the variables are in the problem. It is possib]_e to. 
find the solutior1s of the Sub-Problema by multiply:ing the- Master 
Problem 1 s solutions by their respective Sub-Problem proposal._~ and_ 
then adding the solutions of the same Xj from. the dif'ferent propos,ai.s .. 
However, the program does this manipulatj_on for ·you and . .list-s bot·h 
the final Xj solutions. All solutions for t·he f'irst Sub-P·r.oblem are •; .. . . . .. . . . . . . . -
' .. - . . 
listed first in the same sequence as the variables thems:elves aJP.pe_ar 
in the Sub-Problem. Next, the solutions for Sub-:Probl.em- two· are-
listed and so on, until all Sub-Problem solutions: -a:te Px-~nted. 
This data is printed under the title ''Computed '.Solution". 
V. Error Interpretation 
If the message "ERROR" should be wr.itt-e:n, iromed.i-ately· be:rie~tJ1 
it will be two n1Jmbers. The first is the type .of error and. the -s--econd 
is the sub-array ninnber where the error was- dis-covered.. Th:e t·h_ree 
. 
. 




3 or 4 
DESCRIPTION 
Problem is infeasible. 
Problem has infinite_ solution. 












The title of the error message will ihdicate whether the. erro;r is 
















THE DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM - AN ILLUSTRATED .EX.A.Mf>LE: 











The Decomposition Algorithm -- .An !1·1ustrated Example 
This appendix illustrates the setup and solution of a small problem: 
to help the user in setting up and interpreting the results of his 
own problem. At the end of the example is a listing of the program 
written in Fortran IV . 
Minimize -xi - Bx2 - 5x3 - 6x4 - Z 
Subject to: 
i ~- ............... , 
1 2x1 + 3x2 , 
I I 
I t 




L------ _l __ -----, 
. I < 4 I X3 l -
' ' ; x 4!$ 3 
I I 
; 3x3 -4x4' < 12 L _______ !J 
The Sub-Problems are contained by the dotted lin_e)3 ._. Now fol lowing 








02 (Two Sub-Problems) 
Since Sub-Problem 1 requires two slack variables, the number of columns is now 5 (4 plus Constraint Quantities) and the number of rows is 3 (2 plus Objective Equation coefficients). 
003005 
Sub-Problem 1 Data (see Figure 2) 
-1.0 
-8.0 
·2 .• 0 3.0 
5.0 
0.0 












.. _, I 
':¥" 






























6··2 . · ...
Data 
The same rules applied to Sub-Problem 1 
are used here on Sub-Problem 2. 
004006 















·1 •.. 0 
... · .. _ .. 
0.0 
.o. 0 
{) .. 0 




·- •. : ~-. 
-12.0 
The requirement here is that all Intermediate 
Executive Arrays be the same size as the 
largest one. If need be, the smaller arrays 
be filled up with zeros. (See Figure 3) can. 
' ' 
. :-: ·. 
001002 
Master Executive Array:s constraint quantities 
7.0 
Intermediate Ex::ecu.tive A:rr.ay· 1 :I)"q:f.~ . 
1.0 4.0 
Intermediate Executive -Arra:y 2· Data 
5.0 2.0 






Slack variables coefficients for Master Executive 
















The following printout illustrates the progressive s:olution of the 
problem and how the answers are printed. U d "c· t d Q t · t · " n er ompu e uan 1 1~s 













DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM PRO.GR.AM: :L~[STiING 










C ~ ;;t:;; ~ :;~ A l -, t C lJ 1"1 i-.i L JS I T I ( J N AL GU k I T HM ~; ~~ ~i ;;:::-~:~ 
C Sf. T l J t-' A~ KAYS ~ LJ k S l J K KU LJ T I 1\J E S I rv1 P L-E C 






























\ I- T l J f-.i S l J r-> - A K k /J. Y S A 1\1 I ) t X E C l J T I V t: A k k A Y S 
! ) I 1\·1 t: 1,1 S l LI 1\J S { 2 ~ , 1 U U , 2 ) , E 1\'\ ( 2 5 , 1 0 0 , 2 ) , S S ( 2 5. , 1 0 0 , 2 ) 
s t T l ·' ~ I i\,I l F: K i''l t ( ) I A T E A K k A y s 
! ) I j ... , t I \J s I lJ 1\1 ~ I ( 2 :> ' 1 0 0 ' 2 ) 
S F. T l J t-> 1--1 A S T t k ~ X. EC LJ T I V 'c A R k A Y 
l ) I r/1 F 1,J S I Ll ,\J t X ~ C ( 1 3 0 , 1 3 U ) 
S F T I J ~ l\ K k A Y ~ l J K E X F: C LJ T I V E S L A:-C K S-
' ) I ;V1 i_~ i\1 s I u : \! t-= s L A K ( 2 5 ' 2. 5 ) 
S E T l J ~ A r-<- r< A Y t-= ( J K S I Z r-: U F S lJ K A K k A Y S 
I J I f'.I t i\! S l LJ l'i 1\J K Cl ltJ ( 2. 5 ) , 1,1 C lJ L ( l l) 0 ) 
S E T l J t-> W t l l7 H T , V E C T U k S 
l) I I• t t: f\1 s l u f \I \,~ T ( 2 ' 2 ) 
S ~ T l J ~ A t~ K A Y S t= lJ k E X E C l J T I V l= C U J\1 ,S T k A I N T S 
I ) I i'--1 r f ,: S I Ll r,1 K K ( 1 U O ) , C C ( 2 0 0 ) 
SE T t I~ At-<. KAY S ~ LJ k S CJ LU T I U f\1 .({F $.LJ B -A k f.Z A: -Y S 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . - ' . . l J I r•·, t hl S I LJ 1\1 S l J I_ ( 1 U U , 1 , 2 ) 
SE T lJ ~ C CJ P1l ~ LJ TE f J SUL LJ T I U 1\1 Vt CT U. R. 
! ) I IV! 1-: ,,, S l L Ji\! S CJ L (.j ( 4 5 , 2 ) 
S E T I J r-' A k k A Y F ( J K S A V I:: D S LJ e - A k k A Y S O -L .S· 
IJ I jVj t:: 1\1 s I u {\j s u '- p ( 2 5 u O ' 2 ) • 
Sc T l J t-> AK KAY F lJ k VA I_ U E U F S lJ b- AK K.A Y· -S SOL I S 
l) I iv1 t f\j S I Cl f\l A i\J S ( 2 } , ANS I ( 2 ) 
S E T l J ~ S LJ l=) - A k k A Y C O E r F ] C I E N. T -S ,A f) JJJ S T O k S 
I J I fv', t 1\J S I U f\J A L) J ( l U O ) 
S E T l J ~ /vi F X F C · S U L L J T I [ J i\J V E C T U R 
I ) I jv'j E l\1 s I u 1\1 s O L jvj ( 2 0 0 ) 
SE T l J ~ A k KAY F LJ k S I M !-J L EX M lJ L T I .P ,L J· 12 RS. 
l) I , .. ·) t I\J S l (J hJ C) U A I_ ( 2 ) 
SET lJ~ AKkAY FOK OPTifvJALITY UF SUB-AR.kAYS 
l) I iV1 t f\J S I U f\J I F L A (, ( 2 ) 
•· 
C SET SAVE() SOLS = Z Ek 0 









I I LJ 1 
I J l) 2 
SLllt-> 
I )[ l 1 







- 1, 2 -
- 1,2~UU -
1 ' J ) - u.u -
- 1 , 4:) -
l ' J ) - u.o -
C ~fT SlJb-i\KKAYS = lEKU 
Kr.Ai) ( 5 ' luU ) 1\ 1 LJ i'-'i A ·r 
l ) LJ 3 K - 1 , 1\J U 1',1 /J. T -
t )LJ 3 I - 1,25 -
') l J --·- J 1 , l OU j --
~(1,J,K) = U.U 





l u 1 













r<. f: A ! J t ) A T A I i\J T IJ S l J o - A k K A Y S 
I i LJ 1 l; ~( = l , ,,,, fJ 1·,1 A T 
,'""( f Ll. 1 l ( ~ , 1 l) l ) h J l J 1 ~ 1 r-< , ['~ l J I"' 1 C 
(' klJI'.' ( f<.) = i'JlJ/JIK 
I \) C C J ! - ( :\ ) = i\J l J I ./i L: 
l ) 1 J :> I - 1 , 1 \] lJ /'· : I-<. 
,<. F At J ( j , l U 2 ) ( S ( I , J , K ) , .J =, l , 
I ) CJ ;\ .J i = 1 ' I\J l J 1-'I C 
SS(l,Jl,r<.) - S(l,JI,K) 
C l J i '· 1 J. l 1 \ • 1. I f~ 
r t J ,..z , · · ;.\ i ( I 2 ) 
r t J ;..z · . . L~ T { '2- 1 j ) 
,.:. t i '" : • , /i r ( c; r 1 lJ • u ) 
Ct j i\', i l I ! i j t~ 
.__: IJ i , 1 i j 1\: l J ,..: 
,{ t: A 1 ) l J .i.\ T .£.\ l f \J T U t X E C lJ T I V E A K k A Y S 
...., L ,\ • 1 r-, r ...... I , 
J r~1 = 
( :) ' 1 u l ) l\J l J 1'-'1 k ' 
, · ! l J 1. ·1 ·-< + r,, u r •• 1 A T 
f'·1 K L1 ~,., = ;\! l J ,~. K 
i•'i((_JI_ = i\!l_J1,,C 
i\1 t Jr,, C 
K E l\ 1 1 ( => , 1 u 2 ) { K ti ( I ) , I =· 1 , J j'\/1; ):: 
1 , l 1 1 1 K = l , /\) l J I •'I A T 
lil) (',\ 1 - 1' 1\111,~,r( 
.,, 
i-<. f i\ t .J ( ::> , 1 U 2 ) ( ~ i , i ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , f\J U rv1 C ) 
i • .' K I i t ( A , I L; Y Y ) ( i-= ,vi ( I , J J , K ) , J J = 1 , 1\J LJ-fitl C ) 
,: l. ) l"\ , · • !\ f ( I ~ I 7 2 1 r= 6 • 0 ) 
(~ (I h, I i i,, l J t 
,_: U t\l l 1 I\) l J f: 
s E T s I '·I ~ '- E X 
I) ll · · · I = . cu 
[)UAL ( l) = 
l"l lJ I_ T I PI_ I E R- S 
1 , 1\1 CJ ,111 A T 
YYY Y"? Y. Y 
K E A L) ~J t 1 c; H T V c C T Ll K S 
l) 0 2- ~ I I = 1 , j\J L 1 ["I A T 
.#: 









t . '. [ 
\ '·1 
-~ I 























'; : [j 
:.: . 
f ' I 
'. ,) 
1 ' ,;1 
\ ;_ I 






























1 u t) l) 





t- ( ·1 K r•l .l\ T ( H t-- l O • U ) 
1: l J l\J r 1 , \1 t.1 E 
1 ,\l s c / ~ T z r: K L J s 1 ,\J r L 1 E x i: c A k K -t-x"Y 
I I l 1 (; h l = 1 , 1 \J l J i''I A T 
! J l J 6 b J = 1 , iv1 K LJ 1,\/ 
r X l-: C ( J , I ) - ( ) • lJ 
1 i\J S t K I l F: K LJ S I 1\! T lJ C C A -k. RL A Y 
l J I J / / l = l , 1\1 l J i" i A T 
cc ( l) - u.u 
SfT f--LAG AKKAY = l!::KLl 
i_ ) l J 1 Lt- l - 1 , f\j l_J 1'11  A T 
1 t-- L Ii. 1. J ( I ) = U 
~ f T l J r-' C LI l J I\J T t K S 
J f-- I_ l\ L7 = U 
IFX~C = - 1 
-< l = 1 
i • , K = /·/1 K Lh,~ + /\j L J ,vi A T 
I ) ( J 1 b I - 1 ' f '-'1 K 
K t: .A t J ( ~ , 1 u i ) ( r= S L A K ( I , J l , . J· ·-· l .,: jVJ K. ) · 
~~ l J i \i r 1 1\1 l J E 
S t: T r l ,-<. S T S U h - A K K A Y S S U L {J 1- I :CJ T,J S :~ 0 
1 ) (j 1 1 l K = 1 , ;, 1 Cl 1 "I A T 
:C(K) = U.u 
I H J 1 l 1 I = 1 , I' 1 K u l"J 
,..:Xt:C ( 1, r<.) = U.U 
I HJ l 1 2 L 1·1 = 1 , i\J U /··1 A T 
1 ) t 1 1 1 2 L = 1 , f\l U i'•'i A T 
'-J K = L + i -': K U ~J 
r: X E C ( J K , I_ 1\·1 ) - \t'l T ( L , I_ 1vJ ) 
T t: S T S tJ d - A K i~ A Y o t F Uk S U L V I 1\J G 
ITtST = It-LAG (KI) 
I~ ( ! Tr~ST -u) 1010, 1010, 1005 
A i\' S ( :< 1 ) = U • 0 
l; ( J T LI b U 
SlJLv·c: SlJ~-AKKAYS 
f\! = j\ i C L I L t I<. I ) - 1 
I'•, = i, i K L: !/'i ( t< I ) - 1 
ANS ( K. 1 } = U. U 
l.\0,JS!(K1) = u.u 
K K = : \! K U ~,J ( K I ) 
l > (J j :> l = 2 , K K 
I I - I - 1 
I ) 0 3 K J - 1 , 1\J 



















1_ I = f \JC u I_ ( K l ) 
n ( I I ) = S ( I , L 1 ,, t<. l ·.) 
i:tJ1\: I 1 ,\ lJ~ 
C LJ i\_. T l : \: l J E 
1 ) I.I j "-:i J = 1 , I\J 
C(J) = S(l,J,Kl) 
\1 , K l 1· r: ( 6 , 1 U ·1 ) 
:6.8· 
t- ( J '~ I • i /J.. T ( / / / I I ' ' ~:: ::;:: ::;:: s L J b - A k k A y ::::: ::::: ~;::- l / ) 
1~ A 1_ ,_ s l ,·1 i-> ,_ 1: ( u , r·-, , r,1 , x , A , d , C , i-> , Ku ) 
S T l J K ,: V A I_ l J t U F S l I L LJ T I LJ 1 \J 
" ' . I . l'Jr\\ = I• - 1"1 
[ ) ( J /+ 1 l = 1 , {\j j'v I 
~·: t"<- I 1 · ~ ( b , l u 3 ) ( S O L ( I , 1 , K I ) , I , K :I ) 
~ L Ji" , ·, t, l ( ' ' , F 1 2 • ~ , I 3 , I 2 ) 
l~ll:· l l 1\:l.lr: 
_Ii.) L(,· l 
- 1' 1\11·1 
b. :\: S r r·:. = X ( 1 ) ;;~ S S ( 1 , I , K I ) 
/j i\J s ( ~ l ) 
= I.\ i\1 S ( r<. I ) + A I\J S c k 
/\ 1\i !...... r~' i ~ i I ~ . . l ',, ,01, 
- X ( I ) :;~ S ( 1 , I , K I ) 
~ T lJ r{ t: S LJ 1_ LJ T l LJ 1\J U ~ S LJ b - A k k A Y , 
SllL (1,1,Kl) - X(l) 
;~ll,\: Ii 1·1lJt: 
~·. t-<- 1 i : - ( () , '-J 2. l ) AI\JSI(KI) 
, . I 
.-/ K 1 :~ (h,4-3) 
(//' ' ' ... , ... , ... , u u u I j u· s A L ... ,_ ... ,,_ .;,, ' ;·: ) ..
, """' ... , .... ,,.... r r" r ... '1" ... ...-. "•'·· ·. · . 
Sf..\\/ t S I.J K- /-\ r< k A Y S l J LU T I U f\l S 
, ,; K = i ,1 C U I_ ( r< I ) - f\i K CJ 1,t,J { K I ) 
l ) l. I tJ 'f K, J = l , 1\ I K 
I I = , \' 1..Z ;,:: ( I E X t ,_: + 2 ) + K J 
SLJLr>( I 1,KI) = SLJL(KJ, 1,KI) 
C H c C K t- LJ k F t A S I ~ I L I T Y (J F .S:LJB -A.'k k.A Y 
I ~ ( K l J ( 1 ) • G T • 1 ) (7 (J T lJ Y O 0 
C CHE CK r= CJ t< SU 1_ U r I u 1\J CJ F AL .L St) 13.:-A KR A~Y· S· 
I F ( K I - f\1 U fw'l A T ) 6 0 , Y 1 0 , y· 1 Q· 
60 r<. I = KI + 1 
GlJ TU lOOU 
C 
C C H E C K t-= U K U P T I /"'\ A L I T Y Q 1- S U H - A k k A Y 
Y l U I ) l) Y 1 '.J 1 = 1 , i\J l) l'-'i A T 
i F ( t ! L J A l_ ( I ) • l; -r • Y Y Y Y Y Y • 0 ) G U T O Y · 1. 5 
I ) LJ I_ = - L l I J t~ I_ ( I ) 
I F ( l\ n S ( .6 : , S I ( I ) -1) UL ) • L E • 2 • E - 0 1 ) G.O T 0· :sJ 12 
t; u T I_! 'j l :) 
'-:J 1 2 l F- L /.:-_ t-, l l ) = 1 





































A 1\J S ( 1 ) - U • U 
. ~ l J j\J I 1 , \J l J t 
T c S r t-= U k c X c C L J T I V c U P T I ivl A I_ S LJ L LJ T 1 t) f\J 
l t-* ( i·,; L J , :i i\ T - J t- L A ( ~ ) Y 2 tJ , '--:i 2 U , 7 U 
l 1,i C 1< i~ i··1 t~ 1\! T t X t CI l l I V f: A k k A Y C lJ LJ 1\1 TE k. 
lEXt~ = J~XtC + 1 
s LJl_ l_J T ru:-1\iS t-=u R: E,XE.C--A:RkA-Y· 
. . . . . . ·.. . .; .. I I ( J t1 l) K -
I ) ', J Ir, I 
• I u • lJ 
! J [J / b j = 
\ l J i .', = r: /111 ( 
11 I ( l , 1 , K ) 
l ' 
1 ' 
l\l l I i':1 A T 
!'1 1 K LJ v~ 
l ' I .. , C, !) '-
1 ' j ' r<. ) ::;~ 
= s l J /•, 
S lJ L ( J , 1 , K ) 
A l) t) -I ,-, t V·J t l G H I i'-J G C U f\J S T KA I r,i ·r S 
l I ( J / Lj l j = 1 ' i\i u rv1 A T 
l K - l j + 1V\ t"\ ( l ~'J 
r-, I ( i r< , l , K ) = Ir~ l ( I J , K ) 
,: LJl\i T 1 ,,~ lJ t 
A 11 [J ~ I_ AC f( S t- 0 K EXEC 
J K = I.<". K u v·J + f\1 l J , · I A r 
l ) LJ rl 1 l - 1 , J K 
I l lJ r', 1 t<, i 1 1 = l , J K 
'-J '-J = 1 : 'I 1 ·: l\ l ;;~ I t: X t C + f< j.11 + ,\J LJ I'· I A T + I\J (J l'·i AT 
b X r- L ( I , J J ) = t S L A K ( I , K i·.i\ ) 
,__: lJ i'..i 1· l 1·,, L.J t 
C K E t.\ T f-: ,vi A S T E K E X t C U T I V t: A R- K A Y 
I 2 = I. I K Ll\·'1 + hJ u /·-'i A T 
l ) L J Y tJ ,'< = 1 , 1\!I l 11:1 A T 
+ S-U f"i' 
1 K = , , .1 L_1 1 ~, A T \:: I ~ x f: c + K + f\/ CJ r"l A T 
tiLJ '--:JC, I - 1, I 2 
i F ( l ~ I_ Ji. lJ ( K ) - l ) Y 5 , Y 6 , Y 6 
r:XtC:{l,I-<) - bl(I,1,K) 
r:X~-:,(1,lr<) - U.O 
c L J i\i r 1 , ,11, 1 E 
I i\l S t r< T 1,, E ~-..i C U E F F I C I E f\J T S I I\J TO C C ·A k R A-/A Y 
I ) CJ I. l) lJ I - 1 '.:- 1\1 u jVj A T 
l K = / \I LJ ~· 1 A T ::;:: I f X E C + I + f\J LJ ~Jl A T 
: C ( l r< ) = A 1\J S ( I ) 
l E k LJ C LJ E t= t= I C I E (\] T S F UK. 
K j•./ . I = I /1 K LJ VJ + N LJ i·· 1 A T 
2 U 1 I - 1 , K f'-1 
SI_ ACKS ••• 
I ) CJ 



















2 l) l 
C 
22U 



















.:C( ~Kt< )=U. 
llJUOu. 
70 
S l J L V ;~ ; .. , A S T r: K t X t C lJ T I V t A R. k A Y 
1,i = l r~ X l: c: ;~ I\J IJ f',. AT + 2 ~: f\J U fv·1 AT + /\/rk.U. W + i'~O: ~1, AT 
i • t = 1' . r~ I J Vi + 1\I l J /v'1 A T 
1 HJ ~ l u I = 1 , j.'I 
K ( I ) - b ~ ( l } 
I q_j 2- I lJ 
,~(l,.J) 
L: ( J ) -
j = 1 ' ,\J 
= t-: X tC ( I, J: '} 
CC(J) 
: l J h.i l I ! ·. ! I J ~ 
l~L1J·: l I ,,:LJF: 
\'·J K I r ,~ ( 1:-, , 2 1 3 ) 
t- l l K '' I /-l T ( / / / I I ' ' * ;~ * t X E Cl J T I V t: A k R.. A·Y· ·?:; :~·:, ?:{ r: ./ ). 
(. i\ I_ I_ S l I v'1 j-J L f°: ( LJ , f-'1 ' (\J , X , A , fj ' C ' tJ ' K IJ } 
CH~CK t-Uk ~~ASI~ILllY U~ l~ASTEk 
I ~ ( r< 1 I ( l ) • 1~; T • l ) L; LJ T LJ H O 0 
ST tJ r< r: V .0. 1_ l J t~ lJ ~ S UL LJ T I lJ 1\J -r CJ M E XE C 
1 ('-.'! = 1 .~ >~ := !,~ :;~ i \' LI 1v1 A T + 3 ;;: 1\J L) i'-·1 AT + jvl k u w 
A ,\1 S i = tJ • U 
I ) LJ ::; t _; t _.: l = 1 , l I •I 
A i\J S [ = X { I ) ;,:: C { I ) + A r\J S T 
Slll1·:( l) = X( I) 
~·1 k I r i~ { o , Y 2 1 ) A 1\I S T 
~ T LJ 1..z t L J ~ T • T E S T (.J LJ A 1\1 T I T I E S 
1 ) LJ 4 u U I = l , 1\1 U I" ·1 A T 
I( K = 11·1 K LJ l,,, + I 
.·! K I T i:: ( b , Y 2 1 ) ( P ( K K ) ) 
!JL.11.\L ( l) = J-J ( KK) 
ST l.J Kr C LJ E ~ t-= I C I t I\J T A[) JUSTO k S 
l)l.l :>UU 
Al)J( l) 
I = 1 , 1-1 t..Z lJ W 
= ~ ( I ) 
C H A i\J l., t C ( J E i-: F I C I F 1\1 T S U f S LJ I:> - A k k A Y S 
I ) ( 1 b l) U K = l , f\! U fv1 A T 1 
L j/: = I \i C lj I_ ( K ) - I\J K LJ ~\J ( K ) 
lJ u ') ,'--: (J '-J 
S( 1,J,<) 
IJ l J ~---\ CJ ( } I 
S( l,J,r() 
(. l J : . : j i '\) I J C 
c: 1__J (' j 1 I'! Li t: 
t: CJ 1\J I i 1 ·! tJ ~ 
KI = 1 
- 1 , '- i'·i 
- SS(l,J,K) 
- 1 , I'·, K LJ \t./ 
- S(l,J,K) +ADJ(!) 
l;l) TtJ 1 UOU 







M lJ l) 
~U':> 









,<Er>t.1,-<.·1 ~r.JHlCH AKKAY ~JAS INi-:~ASIA~Lt 
v! k I T ~ ( f:) , Y lJ j ) 
r I I ,< 1 ·, A T ( / / / 1 1 , 1 ::;:: ~:: E K KU k I I\J 1v1 A S T E R. :A k K A Y ~:~ ~:: 1 / ) 
\·.,- r< 1 I ~ ( b , '--J u 6 ) ( K LJ ( 1 ) } 
r t n< ,.. i J \ T ( 1 1 , I 1 ) 
l,tJ lL1 Y23 
:,~J K I T ~: ( b , Y U ::1 ) 
r l 1 K , .,i .L'l. l ( / / / ' • , 1 ::::: ~:: EK k LJ R I I\! :$ lJ t$-A l{ k A_.Y ::::::-?~ • / ) 
1 ! I<_ I T t~ ( 6 ' y u 1 ) ( t< I ' K u ( 1 ) ) 
f- LI t"< I· I A T ( ' ' , I 2. , I 1 ) 
c; lJ T L J Y 2 3 
1J K I T r-: ~ I /\J A I_ S U I_ lJ T I O 1\J 
~J k I T t ( 6 , Y 2- 5 ) 
~ l J t-~ 1 · ! p. T ( / / / ' I ' I ::;:: ::;:: ::::: ::;:: r= I N A I_ s () I_ LJ T I :0:1\J ~::: ::::~ ili ::::: ' / ) . 
l J = I ~ X f-= C ::::: i\J l J f ..:\ A T + 2 ::::: l\l U fv1 A T 
/~ K 1 r ;~ ( (~ , Y 2 1 ) ( S U L l'-'1 ( I ) , I = 1 , I J·: ) 
r l J k ,., A T ( • ' , 1 u r 1 2 • 4 ) 






\'I K I i r: ( 6 , '-J Lt l) ) 
/ I 
f- l J k , .. 1J.. T ( ; 1 1 • • , • ::::: :::, * ;, ::;:: co 1Vi: P lJ ~r Et) :w .u. A:N T •1 r' J t:s· _;;;(::~ :::{ ,:, :::, • 1 ) 
I t: X ,= 1_: 
1 
"" - + 2 KK 
l I - 1 
i J lJ Y 4 1 I\J I_ - 1 , K L 
r<K = KI{ + 1 
l 1 l J ":1 4 1 K T - 1 , f\l l J ,vi A T 
,,JC ( J = 1\1 CUL ( KT ) - I\J k U W ( KT ) 
I) (J Y 4 3 K J = 1 , I\J CU 
r<. ~ = K J + hJ C CJ ::;:: K k 
S L J L ~ ( K f.J , K T ) = S U L P ( K µ , K T ) ::;:: S U L 1v1 ( I I ), 
I~ l J 1\1 -i I 1 \I ( J t 
II - 11 + 1 
j !J = lJ 
I ) CJ Y h 4 J h = 1 , NO 1\,i AT 
JC = 1\1 C lJ L ( J t3 ) - N k OW ( J 5 ) 
f ) l l ':i (; ~ J f: = 1 , J C 
j I) = J I.) + J E 
f)ll "-Jti3 JA = 1, KL 
S LJ L l- 1 ( J t: , J d } - S O L (..) ( J E , J B ) + S' o: L. , µ. C J o: , J J3 J 
J l) = J tJ + JC 
j f) = u 
'-:1b4 CUf\iT 1 i\llJE 
I J U Y ·1 4 L A = 1 , N lJ ivi A T 
LC = 1,1 C CJ I_ ( LA ) -1\1 kl] hl ( LA ) 
',·J k I r 1~ ( t) , Y 2 1 ) ( S CJ I_ tJ ( I_ B , L A ) , L ·B =1 1 , l~ C ) 
Y 7 4 C !_j , < T I 1\; l J f 
Y 2 3 ST Ll ~ 
~ i\J !) 
' 














S l J H r<. CJ L J T I r\j E S I '"' µ L t: ( I N F L A c; , rv, X , N I\J , K B , A , B , C , ~ , K O ) 
I) I /vj C ;,; S l LJ i\! A ( 1 5 U , 1 5 0 ) , ~ ( 1 5 0 ) , C ( 2 Q O ) , P ( 1 5 0 } , ~ E ( 2 ·O Q ): ·ip 
1 K I J ( t'· ) , Y l ! l) 1J ) , 
l ~ ( 1 !_ J \ : \ j 1,) ) , J ,-1 ( 2 U (J ) , KB ( 2 0 0 ) , X ( 2 0 0 ) 
t- 1-.l t i l ,_, , '. i_ r: :, l~ ~ ( XX , L L ) 
1
_ C 11,, 1 (~ /\ ·_ ~ ~ A s ' \/ t K ' i\J t G ' T K I G ' K Q ' A B s C 
l) l ,-.'i t i'! S l U hJ X X X ( ~ 0 0 ) 
S E T I i\J I T I A L V AL U c S , S E T C ON s. TAN· T v:._.A:L:u.:E ,.S· 
lTEk = U 
f\, LJ f"''1 \/ r<, = 0 
1\J lJ ,,', ,.J \I = 0 
l) l_J 2 tj u 1 1"''1 = 1 ' 2 0 u 
t->t ( ,,, J =u. o 
Y ( I • I ) = lJ • () 
J t-1 ( •I ) = (J 
· X ( t,.\ ) = l.J • 0 
• 
., 
2 0 0 1 < t) ( ••; ) = u 
! J CJ :? lJ (J b 111·1 = 1 , l O O O 0 
2 U () 6 ~ ( i,, ) = u • U '· 
i~1 = ii1 X 
i\J = j\Jj\j 
TEXr-> - .5:;,:::16 
i\J C L J r = 4 ;;~ f 1.11 + 4 2 0 
1\1( = 2 5 0 
+ 5 
"< 2 I ._I_. ..,t..,,. 2 l"i = l'·l .. ,, "'l' 
,-: E A S = • F A I_ S E • 
I F ( I I\J F l_ A G • f\J E • U ) GO TO 1400 
al N E ~,J aJ S T A r< l P 1-i A S E 
[) U l 4 U 2 J = 1 , f\j 
ONE WITH S I_:N}CS,L E TOI\J .BAS l S 
KB(J) = U 
K(J = .FALSE. 
DU 1403 I= 1,1"1 
I F ( A ( I , J ) • E C.J • 0 • 0 ) G O T O I 4-0 3 
I F ( K L.J • U K • A ( I , J ) • L T • 0 • 0 ) G:Cl t O .l ·-4 .. 0 2: 
K l-J = • T k U E • 
1403 C U r\l T l 1\J L J t: 
K8(J) = 1 
1 4 0 2 t: LJ I\J T i , 'J LJ t 
1 4 () () [") LJ 1 1-t () 1 
Ji-, (I) 
I = 1,M 
- -1 
l 4 t) 1 C CJ i\1 T I i\J U E 
c~ clVE~ru CKEATE 
1 3 2 CJ V l_: K = • T K lJ E • 
lt\JVC = 0 
I N V E K S E F K O "'1 aJ K t3 a) A N D :@.J .H.@. 
~UMVK - NUMVk +l 
TklG = .FAI_St. 
l)LJ 1101 I= 1,M2 
E{l) = 0.0 
1 1 0 1 C O r\J T I 1\J U E 









73-: J· .. 
M fvl = 1 
l) U 1 1 1 3 I = 1 , rv1 
E ( ;v·, , .. 1 ) = 1 • 0 
r>t(I) - 0.0 
X ( l ) = d ( I ) 
I ~ ( J H ( I ) • f\J E • 0 ) J H ( l ) - -. ·1 
M i.,.i = /v'11v1 + fvl + 1 
l l 1 3 C O f ,J T I ;\J U E 
C F l l K l"i I N V E R. S E 
JT=l 
1 1 0 3 I ~ ( K fj ( J T ) • E lJ • 0 ) G O T o: 1 1 t}2: 
C 600 
C 
GU TU bUU 
C A l_ I_ J iv1 Y 
C H O O S E P I v·:o T 
C 
C 
1114 TY - O.U 
l 1 1 5 
1116 
1117 
11 l H 
K lJ - • r A L S E • 
IJ U 1 1 C1 4 I = 1 , 111  
IF (JH( I ).1\JE.-l.UR..ASS(Y( I) ).LE.TPIV) 
1 GO T LJ 1104 
I F ( Kt) ) G lJ T l1 1 1 1 6 
I F ( X ( I ) • t (J • 0 • ) G O T O 1 1 1 5 
I F ( A h S { Y ( I ) / X ( I ) ) • L E • T Y ) G".:O f :(J ,l l 0·4 
TY= At:>S(Y(I)/X(l)) 
GU TLJ lllK 
Kl.J = • Tk.UE. 
GU TO 1117 
1 F ( X ( I ) • i\J t • C) • • 0 k • A B S ( Y ( I ) ) • L I: • T Y ) _G: 0 T :o: 11 :0 4 
TY= AbS(Y(I)) 
l K = I 
11 C>4 CCJl~T I NlJE 
t<.H(JT)=O 
IF ( TY.LE.O.) 
GLJ TU YOU 
TEST PIVOT 







I F ( J T • hJ t • ( I\J + 1 ) ) G O T O 1 1 0 3 
~ES~T AkTIFICIALS 
D O 1 1 L> Y I = 1 , f v\ 
It-= ( JH( I). Et-.1.-1) 
I f- { J H ( l ) • E (J • 0 ) 
1 1 0 9 C O i\J T l i \J l J c 
1200 VEK = .FALSE. 
JH(I) = 0 
FEAS = .FALSE. 
C *** PF~FORM ONE ITE.RAT'ION'. 
C * aJ X C K aJ [J E T t k I i1 I f\J E F E A S I ~ I L I T Y ( S T E P l J 
l',J E ' . - c. \ ' -- t:-u - • r/). __ ~ • 
IF (FEAS) GO TO 500 
t= E A S = • T r< LJ t: • 
lJ U 1 l U 1 I = 1 , tvi 






I. j 1 





IF {JH(l).ElJ.O) FEAS - .FALSE. 
1 2 0 1 ·= LJ f\J T I I\J LJ E 
c~ aJGf:laJ GtT A~~LICAt:3LE Pk.ICES 
I i- ( • /\! LJ T • t-= EA S ) GO TU 5 0 1 
~ 0 U l J U 5 (j 3 I = 1 , i\11 
t-J ( I ) = ~ E ( l ) 
I~ {X(l).LT.U.) 
5 0 3 i.: Ll i\1 T l i\J U E X(I) = O. 
ABSC = .t=ALSE. 
GLJ TU ::>YY 
1250 ftAS = .FALSE • 
1\J t G - • Tk.UE. 
501 l)L] 5U4 
fJ { j ) 
J = 1, M 
= u. 
5 0 4 C CJ 1,J T l 1\J U E 
508 
50l 
AKS1~ = .TkUE. 
l J LJ 5 u 5 I = 1 , fV1 
, ... i ,.·; = I 
I F ( X ( I ) • G E • 0 • 0 ) G U T O 5 0. 7 
AKSC = .t=ALSt. 
f) LJ 5 U H J = 1 , jv\ 
f-J ( J ) = fJ ( J ) + E ( M ~1 ) 
C LJ i\1 T l f \J t .J t 
GLJ TLJ 1:)U5 
I t= ( J H ( I ) • 1\J E • 0 ) GO TO 5 0 5 
I F ( X ( I ) • 1\J E • (J • ) A B S C = • F A L S E • 
0 0 5 1 0 J = 1 , I'~ 
~{J) = f-J(J) - E(MM) 
Iv) I" i = l"l /vl + r"1 
5 1 0 C L Ji,, T I f\J l J E 
5 o ~ .: lJ ,\J r i !\11.J E 
C * ni f·/ I f\: ai F I i\J U M I N I M LJ fV1 K E D U C E D C O S T 
5YLJ JT = 0 
HB - 0.0 
I ) (J / 0 1 J = 1 , I\J 
I ~ ( K K ( J ) • f\J E • 0 ) GO TO 701 
DT = U.CJ 
0 ll 3 u 3 I = 1 , fv'1 
lJ T = I J T + µ ( I ) ~{ A ( I , J ) 
30 3 C l1f\J TI i\JLJ E 
I~ (FEAS) OT= OT+ C(J) 
IF (AKSC) OT - - ABS(DT) 
IF (OT.Gt.BB) GO TO 701 
f-3B = OT 
JT = J 
-, 0 1 C O N T I i,J U E 
C T E S f F CJ --< 1\J U J.J I V U T C O L U ivl f\1 
IF (JT.Lt.O) GO TO 203 
C TEST FlJ~ IT~kATION LIMIT EXCEEDED 
IF ( ITEK.LE.NC) GO TU 2031 
(:SJE:·p 2.l 
·(· :s. -r E: 'P· . 3 ). •, • ; I •• .. •' 










I ) (J 2 C) 3 :> I = l , N I\J 
-<. K f 'i = < ~. ( l ) 
I F ( < ~,: \: • '.~ t.l • U ) G CJ TU 2 0 3 5 
X X X ( l ) = X ( :<_ ,.<_ 1\J ) 
ii i\\ = ,:~ I' + 1'. ;<, X ( l ) ::;:: C ( I ) 
2035 
\·, 1< 1 I ;~ ( 1:-, ' 2 0 3 4 ) A I\} 
2034 rlJr~-·-L~T (' 1 , t=20.10) 
·,·,' K I T f: ( b , 7- U j l) ) ( X XX ( I ) , I = 1 , r,I r·~ ) 2 u 3 0 ~ t ) K j. i\ T ( 1 I ' l :) t--= h • 6 ) 
I F ( I T t: k • G l= . (\I c: l l T ) G lJ T O 1 6 0 2 0 3 l I l E :~ = 1 T t: ~ + l 




b CJ O , J t l 6 1 CJ I = 1 , ,,11 
Y(l) = 0.0 
6 l O ,~ ( lf\1 r I i'l lJ E 
' LL= U 
CUST = C(JT) 
I) (J 6 U 5 I = 1 , ,v1 
AIJT = A(I,JT) 
I F ( A I J T • E (J • U • ) G CJ T d 6 0 2 CUST = C()ST + AIJT ::;, PE( I) ()0 606 J = 1,M 
I_ L = I_ L + 1 
Y(J) = Y(J) + A1JT * Elt.L) . 
. '··'. 606 C U f\1 T I f \J LJ t 
G(l TLJ 6U5 
6 0 2 I_ I_ = !_ I_ + M 
605 CONT I h!LJ E 
C lJ 1v·1 P LJ T E P I V lJ T T O L E r{ A NC E 
Y r"i A X = 0 • 0 
tJO 020 I - 1 , tv\ 
Y ,•1 j\ X - A f '-\ A X l ( A B S ( Y ( I ) ) , Y M A X ) 6 2 0 .:, t} 1\1 T I i,J U E 
T~ I\/ - Y i'•I A X ::~ T E X P + 1 • E - 1 0 
K E T lJ K N T O I i\J V F k S I ON ROUT I N E , I F ( V t k ) lJ lJ T LJ 1 1 1 4 
C IJ S T T IJ L ~ K A hJ C c CO i\1 T KOL kc LI s r = Y 1,, I-~ x ; o K 
I F l -1- ~ l G • A ,\ !J • K ~ • G E • - T P I V ) GO T U 2 0 3. 
TKll1 = .Fi\LSE. 
lF (cjb.Gt.-TPIV) TR.IG = .TRUE. c * a1 Kl) ~·.i 01 s t 1_ i (~ T P I v u T k CJ w 
t S·T E P .4 l'. . . . 
T 
I f I NV·,ER T I.N:G .. . .... '-.' 
. . . . 
(STEP 5) C At•, l) h! G t (JS • \0 I T H X = 0 , F I 1\I D r11, AX I MUM C l1K , I F- hJ l) i'J E , GET rJ1 AX P [JS I T IVE 
Y AMONG ARTIFICIALS 
Y(l) AMONG REALS. IR. - U 
AA= 0.0 
r<. lJ = • F A I_ S E • 
0 0 1 C) 5 0 I = 1 , M 









. ,·i ! L . 
n .. 

















IF (JH( I) .EC.).O) GU TO 1044 
I F ( K (.J } G !J T. CJ 1 0 5 0 
IF (Y(I).Lt:.AA) GU TO 1050 
(; LJ T ( l 1 LJ 4 -/ 
I F ( Kt,) ) l; lJ T CJ 104 5 
K CJ - • T r..Z LJ t • 
AA= Y(l) 
I 1.Z = I 
C (lhJ r l ,\JlJ E 
I F { I K • i \J ~ • 0 ) (; U T O 1 0 Y 9 
AA= l.OE+20 
.. 
F I N O /vl I 1\J • P I V O T A MO I\J G P O S l .J I V .ff.: e ·Q·LJ .A T J O N. $ 
0 0 1 (1 1 u I = 1 , rv1 
IF ( Y ( l ) • t; T. 1. U~ +5 0) Y ( I)= 1. OE+50 
I ~ ( Y ( I ) • L t • T t-l I V • U k • X ( I ) • L E • 0 • 0 • 0 R • Y ( I ) * A:A • L E • X ( 
1 I ) ) (7 t) T LJ 1 U 1 U 
AA= X(l)/Y(I) 
I r{ = I 
1 0 1 0 C (J f \J T I 1\! LJ t 
I F ( • 1 .,J t J T • i\J E G ) 
C F I f'.Jt , P l V l I T 1i , ·, U I\J G f,J E G A T I V E E (.,) LJ A T I lll\l S , I N W H 1 C H X / Y I S 
C U:'SS THi\,\> Tr1E 1,;J,\JIMLW1 X/Y IN THE f-l0SITIVE bQUATION · 
GlJ TO 1 OYY 
C TH ti I rlAS TriE LAKGFS T ABS F ( Y) 
KH = - Tr--11\I 
[JC) 1U3U l = l,1Vi 
I F ( X ( I ) • G E • U • • 0 k • Y ( I ) . G E • B B • 0 K • Y ( I ) ~~-A A • G T • X ( I ·) l 
1 t, U T CJ l O 3 () 
Bh = Y(l) 
I k = I 
1 0 3 0 ·i: ( J ;,! T I 1\J Lt E 
C T F S ·1 ~ Li r-{ 1,1 (J ~ I V O T K lJ W 
l O Y Y I F ( l r-< • '- E • U ) G CJ TO 2 0 7 
C :;. cJ t-' l V aJ ~ I V LJ T (1 N ( I k , J T ) 
C 
iA = JH( Ir<) 
IF (l/J,.c;T.O) KB(IA) = 0 
<.J Q O !\1 LJ i·1 ~-' \/ - 1\j LJ i"I p \/ + 1 
905 
JH( lK) = JT 
-<t~(JT) = IK 
YI = -Y( lk) 
Y(Jt-{) = -1.0 
LL= O 
DO Y04 J = 1,M 
L = LL + IR 
TRANSFORM INVERSE 
IF (E(L).NE.O.O) GO TO 905 
LL = LL + 1V1 
GU T(J Y(J4 
X Y = ~ { I_ ) / Y I 
~~(J) = PE(J) +COST* XY 
E(I_} = O.U 
























F: ( L L ) 
':1 0 6 C U 1\1 T l i\J LJ r: 
<-:I O 4 C n l\1 T I ,,J L J t 
LL+ 1 
- E(LL) 
XY - X(lk) / YI 
I) (j y () h I - 1 ' 1\11 
X LJ L L) = X ( I ) 
7 "'l,' f 
T k A f\J S r O k f"l X 
X { I ) = X Cl I_ lJ + X Y ~~ Y ( I ) 
I ~ { • h! CJ T • V E k • A 1\J D • X ( I ) • L T • 0 • • A I\J D • X O L D • G E • 0 • ) 
lX(l) = 0. 
C 
Y O 8 c: l Ji,, T l /\i LJ F: 
Y(Ii..Z) = -YI 
X( IK) = -XY 
I F ( \/ t= 1<. ) G LJ T CJ 1 1 0 2 
I F ( r,i lJ f·l1 ~ V • L E • i'-'1 ) GO TU 1 2 0 0 
T E S f r l J "-<- I f\J V f~ ·< S I I J i\ IJ N T H I S I T t: R A T I O N 
I i\! \ 1 '- = I ·\; V 1 ' ~ ' t_... ' ... .........,, +l 
I F ( I I \j V C, • t CJ • i\l V t K ) GlJ TO 13 2 O 
<.,Q -lL1 l2lJ(J 
C * E 1\lt) CJ~ A I_ G LJ K l T h tv'1 , S F: T E X I T VA L U E S 
2 <) 7 I F ( • f\J lJ T • f= f-= A S • 11 k • R C C) S T • L E • - 1 C) 0 0 • ) 
c 1 , , i ~ r 1\J I 1 ~ s o L u -r 1 u N 
K - 2 
GO TU 25U 
C ~ k ( J R L E 1V1 I S C Y C L I N G-
1 h O :< - 4 
(,U T ( ·1 2 ~ U 
r= t: A S I tS '- E CJ t<. I N F t A S I B L E S:O:'t_ lJ T 1. :O. N C 
203 K - u -
250 I F (. i\JCJT. t-= EAS} K - K + 1 -
lJU 13YY j - 1 ' /\J -
xx - u.u -
K ti J - KB(J) -
I ,= (K~J.hJE.O) xx - X(KbJ) -
Kt:i(J) - LL -
13YY C. t J ;,J T I , J LJ E 
r<,CJ(l) - K 
K.tJ(?_) - ITEk 
K U ( j ) - I I\J V C 
K L) ( 4 } - i\J l J 1•1 V k 
K Cl ( '.) ) - 1\! l J ,,.,\ ~ V 
KCJ(b) - JT 
G 0. T O:: :2. 0(3 
•· 
F- c1 k , 1~ T ( 1 H , • T H 1 s 1 s J T A r P R E -v 1 o ·u ·s. -1 N: T 1::: R·R u P r , , 1 1 o , 9 
1 1 F k '."\ 1 j K 1 L A K (; E k T H A 1\1 1 0 ' ) 
2 0 0 0 t- fJ r·{ ·1 A T ( 1 ' , 1-= l O • b , I 1 0 ) 
5'-J ,..:uK 1·:AT(lH ,110,t=lO.O) 
KETlJr..Zf\J 
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